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INTRODUCTIO\'.Y 

The greatness of Kant is beyond· doubt and his greatness as 

a philosopher is e~pressed when it is said that no modern 

philosopher~, no rnc:ttter whethar he is a Kan~ian or anti 

-Kcu;ltian, must use I not only the method, but al~o the 

problems which Kant· has bequ~~th¢d to pl1ilosophy 1 • 1he 

problems are, of course, v~~Y difficult and i~ ~' th~ 

genuine difficu~t:y of ~h~ t>toP.iems; wi.th which Kat).t grappled, 

that J,argely ex;pl&.lqs ~P¥ w~ f~l tq Wlqerstan4 him wit~ thqt 

ease wi~h which ~ uqq~r~~and ~is predecessors, like · ~ 
. 

'Descartes, Hume and Leil::tliz, 

~~ problem of • syntn~t~io a· p.ci.ori judgemen'!:!t1 1 is • 

K~t~~ piroblerrj -in t:h~ 131:tn:H~ that ~.i= i~ ~t ~po fP# 1;~~ . 
I 

:f.irs:t: ~im~ has u~od the exp.r:·~t3~ .ion 'i3yni:: h$t;:Lc ~ p,iti lilri ~ ¥1-b,h 
' , I ' I 

reference to judg1ncants q,Qd druwn our attention t!:) 1;:ne 

signifioanc~ of suc!b jtldgmtlnts. Thi$ problem ina:y p~ 

described, without exaggeration, as·the central problem of 

. . 
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Kan·t• s philosophy and naturally a good nwnber of books and 

articles are alre~ldy~··available on it~ But all these# so 

far my.knOW'ledge goes, are treatments of Kant's central 

problem in· ·a rather piece-meal fashion. While dealing with 

this problem, they have confined their discussion witl)in a 

par'ticular •criti.que' of Kant, and so we lack a treatment 
• 

of it in a greater perspective of all the trree • critiques • 

taken together. It is this lacuna in the former treatments 

that has. inspired me to undertake my present work. My 

treatment of the problem, I believe, has a double advantage 

of explor;ng the.meaniQg of the expres3ion •synthetic a 

priori judgments• .i.n thi.$ or th~t particular •critique' of 
' . 

Kant and of discov·aring whether a single identical meaning 

can -be, associated with this expression in the whole gamut 

9f .~t~an philosophy. 

Kant demands that w' have 5yntbatic a pri~ri judtJrnents 

not only in the re11lm of ~heoretical knowlecfge but also' in 

the realms of moral. and aau1tnatic experiences. He further 

demands that we haye such judgments in all the above 

domains of experience, i.e., in all his three •critiques• 

in exactly the same1 sense. 'lhese two claims, though not 

· unrelated, are different. pur a.ssent to the first claim 

does not· imply our acceptance of the second one. The ~.resent 

thesis is, in fact~ mft;h~.l.¥ 90nc~J:Ued with th~ critical' 
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evaluation of Kant Is secood claim that we have s~tQ~tic a 
i 

priori judgments in ~ll. hi~ tnree •critiques • in eltactlJy 

the same ·sense, thCitLgh the qU.es:t.ion ~ ~l1fa tmplida"Pion or 

of the possibility, of. n synthetic a pnio.ri j\ldgement has 

not beerl left untouched. 

We d·o not havE: 1 synthetic a priori judgment$' in· all 
' 

the three •critiques' of Kant in exactly the same sense, 

and this is not unnatural since the. conditions of jud9ernent 

in the three 1 (:ritiques• can not be called identical. For 

theoretical judgements, i.e~, experience of objects in 

space and time, deal·t with in the SfiE.!,gge of PUre ~ason, . 

we require an a priori law or prlnciple supplied by the mind 

or understanding and also' an intuition of something given to 

the mind.. Our mind can not produce this intuition by 

itsel:f. 'D1us in the first •critique' our mind or intellect 

has only a 1 1 C>giCal USe I" 

In case of mor6l judgments, dealt with in the ~itigue 

of Practical ~2!1_, on the other hand, we are in need cnly 

of the a priori moral law or principle supplied by the. mind .. 

or reapon. Unlike the principles or laws of the understand-

ing, the universal mClral law of our reason completely· 

determines the instimct::s coming under it;;. 'lbe supremo 

principle of morali1:y is 9-ot just a ~test for judging an' 

action to be moral but it produces the intui-tion of sucri an 
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·action by itself. Thus our mind or intellect has a •real 

use I with reference to mor~ judHments. 

· An aesthetic judgmw.i!tlt, dealt with in the ££.!.~~ 

Jud.gmen'S_, is fundamentally different from the theoretical 

and moral,judgments of the first two •critiques•, since its 

predicate, 1 beautiful 1 is not at all a predicate in the 

' true sense of the tenn. An aesthetic judgment does not 

asse.rt. anything. about an object but ·simply expresses our 

feeling towards an object when we represent it to ourselves. 

An aesthetic judgment is not based on any objective a 

priori principle wi·th reference to which others may be 

compelled to accept the judgment • 

• The present thesis has been divided into six chapters. 

In ·tqe first chapter, an explanation of how Kant perfoDms 

the difficult job of combining the notion of necessity or 

a priority with that of syntheticity has been given and 

thereby the meaning of the expression •synthetic a priori', 

as it is used in thEe first • critique •, is explained. For 

this purpose two relevant distinctions, viz., a priori·- .. 

empirical distinction and analytic - synthetic distinction 

have been taken up for discussion. 

In the second chapter, attempts have been made to 

discoyer the· real implication or .significance of ~t • s . 
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thesis that •some judgments are synthetic a priori• and 

thereby the meaning of the expression •synthetic a p~ior~• 

has been further explained. TP!s chapter identifie$ some 

assumptions required for sustaining the thesis of synthetic 

a priori judgments. 

The third chapter explains the meaning ·of the expression 

1:iJyn.thetic a priori• as it is used. in the second •critique• 

and here it is sh~\~1 that :f.n tht£: sec~nd • critique • tp:i.s 
l 

expression does not and c~ not mean what it ~eans in the 
~ ... .,,. 

first •critique•. 

'lhe foUrth chapter is concerned \>T.ith the thirci 

• critique •, the ~~~!...2!.~~~· In order to find out 

the sense in which a _Judgment of taste is synthetic a priori 

an analysis of such a judgment has been undertaken fran 

different standpoints. It has been argued here that the 

logical status of syn1:hqf;:f,.d $ prior;!. judgments in the damain 

of aesthetic taste must bf) different fr~ the status of 

those synthetic a priori judgrr!l!lnts which we fiQd either in 

the first or in the s.ccond • critique 1 • 

'lhe fi:fth chapter deals with the question of the 

possibility of': synthetic a prJori judgments from the 
; : 

standpoint of· Qu).ne end logical posi'tivism .. 'Ihe theses of 

Quine and 'of the logic!~ positivists are critically dis~ussed 
and it is argued that the possibility of the synthetic a 

... · .. , 

·. 
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priori judgments can not be rejected simpl~ on the b~~s of 

the arguments ~dvanced py these philosophers. 

I 

Kan~s • second claim •, the claim that we have syntJ:letic a 

priori ju~gments in all his three •critiques• in exa~tly 

the same 'sense can not be st\Sta.ined. It is held that the 

concept of ·•synthetic ~ priori w is a dynamic ooncep~ in 

Kant's philosophy, that it begins to change its connotation . ' 

as we· pass fr<;lii'Io th~~ ffrst to the sec9nd 1 critique• and this 

change continues even in the third • critique 1 • 

I take great pleasure to acknowledge my indebtedness . 
to my supervisor, Ilr. Pabitra Kumar Ray, Reader, Dept.· of 

Philosophy, North 'Bengal university for his invaluable help • • 

and suggestions without which it would havejbeen impossible 

for me to complete the dissertation. 

I also express my obligation to the University <;frants 

Canmission for awarding me Teacher F~llowship whic~ has 

proved a great finan,.Jial help to me in doing this work •. 

-I am grateful ·to the ~enior colleagues of my department 

for their valuable .suggestions. . My thank is also due t.o my 
i . • 

other colleagues and the Principal:, Cooch Behar College fo+ 
I 

! 
the inspiration &ld oo-ope~ation I ;eceiv~d ~rom th~~ l 

I 
.. 
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C}l\PTER I 

Kant's Theory of Synthetic a Priori 

I 
Kant's critical philosophy may be called esseptially •an. 

enquiry into the nature and 'function of synthetic ~ prio.tJ. 

1 
judgements•.. The expression 'synthetic a priori• i$ 

ty~ically Kantian in the sense that no philosopher before 

Kant clearly thought of combining tht! terms • synthetic • and 

• a priori • together to form that expressicn. It is not the 

case that the idea of combining those two terms sanehow 

escaped the attenti<:tl o:i: th~ p;-e-Kantian philosoph~r~. : The 

fact rather is that tbtt:y we.r~ n?t ready tQ oOJ'Qbine• ,fmd it 

would not be misleadinc;, to say that it is under this. 

background that the expression •synthetic a priori' draws 

so much attentioq from all ~arters. It may be said that 

though some.of the predecessors o£ Kant, like Hume and · 

Leibniz, hold that all a priori judgments are analytic, all 

.. 
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. 
are not of the same opinion. Lock.e has recognised t~e 

existence of synthetic a priori judgments. Hence. Kant can 

not claim origin aLL ty in the act of combining 'the terms 

• synthetic • and •· a priori 1 together. But this is a gross 

mistake, since Kant does not mean by synthetic a priori 

judgm~nts exactly what his predecessors mean When they 

affirm or deny synthetic a priori judgements. Kant's 

predecessors use the term • a priori •, as it is e.pplie<:l to 

judgz:nent, in the traditional Bense, , uhich is different from 
I 

Kant 1·S sense of ·the term. c. D .. Broad observes • ••• Locke 

held that there are in fact pl~ty of judgments which are 

both a priori in the traditional secse and synthetic. 

others, e.g., LeibQiz held that this 'is a mist'ake, and that 

all judgments which are a priori in the traditional sense 

mus~ be analytic• 2 • 

But the use of the e~pression •synthetic a priori• is 

not clear enough in Kanb 1 111 philosophy. In the first 

2 

.. 

•critique• i.e., 9£itigyo~~e Reason Kant has used the 

express~on "tlith reference to judgment or. cognition. '!'his does 

not mean that the expression can not be intelligibly used 

beyond that context even if we use the terms, 1 synthetic • 

and 1 a prio1:i • in Kant 1 s sense of the terms. But what is more 

impOrt£1nt j.S th~t i1; WOUld not be Wt;Ofl9 tO hold that Kant IS 

I . 
uoe of the expressi<m' •synthetic a p:t:iori' in his other two 
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•critiques• is not exactly similar to that of the first 
J 

I 

I call this •more important• since.Kant's own 

claim in this respect ia ~ometh!ng radically different. In 

what follows \'le shall, of course, confine our discussic::o of 

the 1 synthetic a priori' within the first 1 ori tique' • 

f.- II .J 

With reference to judgment ilo philosopher before Kant used 

the expression 'synbhetio a pric;>ri'. JUdgments are either 

analytic a priori or synbhetic a posteriori. 'Hith~rto, both 

by the s·ensationalists and by the rationalists, all synthetic 

judgrnents·have been regarde~ as empirical, and all a priori 

judgments a;.:. analytic• 3 ~ Kant makes an addition to this list 

of judgment by recognising a new type of judgment which is 

synthetic and a ·prior~ at the same tilfle• It is, of course, 

interesting to note that credit to a 9reat extent for this 

discovery of Kant should go to a person who would himself 

oppose the characteJ:isation of ju,dgment as 1 synthetic a 

priori 1 • 'lhe brill1ant and consistent approach of .Hume to 

the problem df universal causation was a great help to Kan.t 
• 

i 
in hitting upon the idea of synthetic a priori judgment. 

I • 

'!his is clear from I<ant 1 s own confession that it was Hume 1 s 

attack on the law of' causaticn which 1 aroused him ·fran his 

dogmatic slumbers' 4 • Let us d~1ell upon this point at sane · 

length. 



HUrne makes an exhaustive ~d exclusive distinction ~tween 

two kinds of propositions v.i~., necessary and.contingent. 

"All the objects of human reason or enquiry''• H.lrne holds,-
. 

"may naturally be divided into two kinds, to wit, Relation 

of Ideas, and Matters of Fact. Of the first kind are the 

4 

sciences of Geometry,, Algebra, and Arithmatic, and in short, 

every affirmation whlch is either intuitively or 

demonstrably certain ••• propositions of this kind are 

discoverable by the mere operation of thought, without 
. . 

dependence on what Ls anywhere e'xistent in the universe ••• 

Matters of fact, whJ.c:h are the. second oojects of human reason, 

are not asc·ertained in the same manner1 nor is our evi:dence 

of their t'ruth, however great:, of a like nature with the 

foregoing. The contrary of every matter of fact. is still 

possible1 because it can never .imply. a contradiction, and 

is conceived by the mind with the sa:ne facility and 

distinctness, as if ever so confonnable to reality115 • 

' An essential feature of Hurne ~ s analysis of the causal 

prin~iple, •every ev•ant has a cause• is that he denies this 

principle to :be id~t;ical in 'status with the .mathematical 

propositions. Mathematical propositions are necessary. 

They can nat be deniE!d withcut self-contradiction. But 

.. 
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tJ;d~ is not the case with tbe aaus.a.l principle. We have 

no right to infer the effect fran the existence of an 
I 

antecedent event. No logical principle justifies our 

j Qlrney frcm the cause to the effect. No event in itself, 

Hume assert~, implies. the eXiatence of· any other. 1he 

causal principle can be known only a .posteriori. 

5 

This view of Hume has been anticipated by Spinoza. He 

is of the opinion that 1 there is no kind of reciprocal 

influence between the physical and the mental and no reason 

why bodias should thin~ ('.);' m,ind $hould have bcxiies •6 • 

Leyden rightly holds tnut if' • this view is generalised one 

might argue that there is no "!!ore than a concommitance 

between certain physical event and a corresponding mental 

one, but never a· ne•::essary or any other kind of connection 1 7• 

Hlrne • s analysis of the causal principle really pose~ a 

challenge to the validity of science itself. TO accept this 
I 

challenge is to show that we can have synthetic a priori 

judgments, in the sense in which Hume has denied it. To see 

how Kant performs the difficult task of combining necessity 

or a priority and syntheticity together let us follow the 

convenient p~ocedure of discussing certain ~mportant 

distinctions and r~levant relations. Kant has made two 
I 

divisions, on~ is between a priori and em~irical or a 

posteriori and the other is between synthetic and ·analytic. 

Both these divisions are exclusive arid exhaust! ve. Let: us 

.. 

.. 
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' 

start with the first one. 

A priori and a posteriori : Kant .is not th~ first man 

to make the distinc·tion between a priori and a posteriori 

or empirical. Albert saxony has made it in the foorteenth 

6 

century. But Kant • s .way of making the distinct~ on is quite 

different. Of the taro forms of knowledge, a priori aqd 

empirical, the former deserves special at tent ion since it 

crosses the limit of whtl1: is d;Lrectly known by sense 

-perception. Clue to Kant;' s distinct lon betwec.:!n a priori 

and a posi:er.iori is SJ.i·..ren in just t\vO sentences J • In 

respect of ·time all lmowl(-:dge begins with experience. · But 

it doe3 not therP-.fore foll.OI..,r.that i·t all. arises frcm 

0 experience' • It .indicates that there is knO\iledge which 

begins with experience and also aris·~s out of experience, 

and again knowledge which begins TtJith but does not arise 

out of, experienca.Knowledge of the first kind is empirical 

and of the second kind a priori • 

. 'lhis distinction like the one between analytic and· 

.syn~hetic is very much importdi"lt for Kant 1 .3 thesis tha·t 

some judgments are ·synthetic a pr.ior:L. For making this 
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distinction clear Kant has given definition and also 

crit:i.erion of a pri•:>ri knowledge or truth. But 'inspite .of 

this there is r~ason to Cloubt wl;lether Kant h
1

as been s~coess

fui in making the concept o£ •a.priori' clear just with .:he 
.. 

help· of this definiti.on WlQ o·rit.e:rrion .. 
I 

Th~ failure may ~ 

due to the fact that 11under the condept of 1 a·pri~i~ Kant 

has included so many charactEllristics which do not seem : 
I 

necessariJfy tof\~o:;~ether 11 • A$ we proceed further, it will be 

" evident that· in fact, iii most of the cases, Kant goes beyond 

his definition and ~~riterian to decide whether a given truth 

is a priori or nOt. 

Kant defines a priori knowledge as that which is 

independent of experience and even of all sense-impressicas. 

Here the tenn • independent • should not be interpreted i·~ the 

psychological sense. Kant has clearly said that temporally 
0 

no knowledge ;can PFecede experience. What Tt want~ t? mean 

is that aq a priori judgment is not accepted ca the evidence 

of experience. en the contrary, \oJe may say that an empirical 

judgment is that which is accepted only on the ·evidence of 

experience. 

The definition of •a priori• judgma~t given by Kaqt 
I • 

is not as. much cleru:- as is' required to distinguish i 
: I ! 

infalliabiy. a priori fran empirical judgments. Perhaps', 

Kant was aware of that. He felt the necessity of stat.ing 

.. 
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scme criteria. ' 1 In all changes of the material world, the 

9 
quantity of matte1~ in the universe remains unchanged" is· 

an example of a priori judgment given by Kant. But unless 

we· assume that the concept of • permanency • is deduci l;)le frQn 

the concept of 'mat teL-' we cannot qecessarily say that t}Je 

proposition can be known to be brue without ·empirical 

evidence. 

It is suggested that; a priori judgments .are 1 lC)Jically 1 

independent of experience. &~t the use of the word 

'logically' does not seem to improve the situation. We may 

say that there is· a relation of logical independence between 

tv10 propositions if the truth or falsity of the one is not 

affected by that of thtrl o-ther. Now to show the relation of 
• 

logical independence btJtween a priori judgments and 

experiepce we shou.Ld say that a judgment is a priori if it 

is logic<~lly independent of all judgments which describe 

experience, i.e., all empirical judgments. 'l'hus in order 

to ascertain that there is a relation of logical 

independence betwet:m a given judgmt:!LJ t and experience we . 
have to· know before!hand which judgments are a priori and 

which are empirical by some other way. Thus to try to 

distinguish an a priori jud}Jment from an empirical one· by 

using the relaticm of logical independence is to beg ti·1e 

question. 
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"Kant believes that neces.si ty and strict universality, 

although not used in his definitions of a priori judgments, 

are. jointly and separately, adequate tests of their a 

priori character1110 • He has used necessity and strict 
I 

universality as two separate infalliable marks vf a pri?ri 

judgments with the hope t~at by applying these criteria we 

would be il"l a position to distinguish ··between a priori· and 

empirical judgments. Without examiniJ.tion Kant assumes that 

necessity and strict un1versa.lity can not be derived fran 

experience. This exactly ~nat Hume atso believes. After 

"' 

making that assumption Kant goes on to hold that if any 

judgment has the charaoteri~tic of being necessary and . 

universal, it is not du.a:·ive'~ from experie.poe. In otherwords, 

it is a priori. 

But what do we achieve here 1 We fail to show that 

necessity or universal! ty is a criterion for distinguishing 

between a priori and empirical judgments. First Kaqt assumes 

that necessi.ty or universality is n·.")t derived frcm . 
experience, 'which amounts to saying that empirical 

judgments are not necessary or universal. '!hen he holds 

that necessary or universal judgments are not empirical, 

i.e., they are a priori. From t~his we can not say tha~ a 

judgment is a pri9ri because it is necessary or universal. 

Let ·us now cr.:>me to the meaning of necessity and 

universality. A judgment is necessary, Kant holds, if the 
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opposite of it is inconceivable. And a judgment is strictly 

universal if an exception to'it is impossible. Now let us 

apply these criteria upon the following judgments a 

(a) 

(b) 

all metals expand when heated; and 
I 

.all animals take food. 

It can not be denied that these judgments have not yet 
. 

been found to be false. We have not met any contrary 

instance. But Kan-t will not .recognise them to be necessary 

or universal. It is true that Hume also will not take them 
I I . 

to be ·necessa.t:y. But how are we to decide that their 

opposite i,s conceivable or that they do adm.i·t of aJ? exception ? 

We can not appeal to experience, for experience; accordi~g to 

Kant, can not teach us necessity. Secondly, in experience 

we have not yet found any exception and so just depending 
' . ~ 

upon experience we can not say that an exception is possible. 

Neither can we appeal to the law of contradiction or 

any other law. of logic, for the simple reason that acc~;rding 

to Kr:tnt, all a prior.i judgrpente are not justified by the law 

of contradiction (or~~ may.say by logical laws). 

~· 

We thus. lead to the position that before we· come td 

know any judgment to be necessary or universal we know it 

to be a priori on t9e basis of soma ground other than 
. . 

necessity or strict universality. The universal· causal · 

principle, for example, is a priori not because it is 
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necessary, in the sense explaine~ but r&ther beoau~e it is 

an assumption of the possibility of experience itself. 

This is the stanO. which Kant adopts in the case of a priori 

concepts al::; o. Spaoe and time, for example, are a priori 

and not empirical because they make experience possible. ·· It 

may ,be noted' heEe that warnock11 has fecognised the 
~ 1 

universal causal principle to be •a priori' but he does not 
I 

call it necessary. He has accepted this principle to be a 

priori on i a different ground. 'llfe causal principle is a 

prio~i since it· can not be refuted by experience. But 

experience can not refute it,' Wamock holds_. not because it 

is necessary but because it is uninformative! or vacuous~ '. 

J 

Analytic and. synthetic a 

All judgments, holds kant, are either analytic or 

synthetic, there is no third ~1 ternati~.re. In this respect 

Kant agrees with Leibniz and Hume. Though Leibniz anct Hume 

do not actuaily use these 
1 
terms, the foreshadow of Kant •.s 

' 
dist·ihcticn is found in th~ distinct! on be1a1een • 'l'rut hs. o~ 

' i 

Reason and TJ."'Uths o]! Faot • :and also 1in the distinqtioo : 
I 

between ·~ei~tions of Ideas and Matters of Fact•. It :is 

interesting to note that though Kant, Leibniz and Hume do 

. I 
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not differ on the essential nature of analytical judgment and 

though the. pair of terms in the three distinctions ar~ used 

as contradictory· te.rms, Kant 1 s distinction is different 

from that of the others. But let us confine oursel v.es to 

Kant•s distinction. 

~ 

Kant holds that in all judgments where the relaticn of 

a subject· to the predicate is thought, this re~ation is 

possible in two different ways. :•Either the predicate B 

bel~ngs to the subject A, as sQ'TJewhat which is contaiaed 

(tho~gh cove~tly) in the conception A; or the predicate B 

lies completely out of the conception A, although it 

stands in connecticn with it. In the first instance, I 

term the judgment analytical, in the second,· syntheticcil. 

Analytical judgments (affirmative) are therefore those in 

which the connect. ion of the predicate with the subject -is 

cogitated through identity; those in tvhich this connection 

is cogitated without ident·i ty, are called synthetical 

judgments 1112 • 

'lliere are ph.ilosophers like QJ.ine13 who do not admit 
• 

of the syn·thetic-analytic1 distinction of judgments and all 

who recognise such a distinction of judgments do not agree 
• 

with the ~tian way of making this di·stinction.. The main 

objections against the Kantian distiq.ction bet:neen 

synthetic and analytic judgments are, according to ~mer, two, 
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"first that Kant considu.rs only. aubj eat-predicate judgments 

and :secondly that his definition of an analytic judgment as 

one whose· ~ubject contains its predicate is metaphorical and 

14 therefore·· too vague" • 

'Ihus· Ka'lt • s definition of analytical judgment is both 

too vague and too narrow. 'lbese obj actions are not baseless 

but they are not very·1' serious; we may get rid of them. 'lhe 

definition is vague, since a term of a judgment can not be 

contained in another term in the sense in which a physical . 
object can be in another physical object. We may say,· 

however, that the ·predicate is contained in the subject in 
II 

the sense that the predicate does not go beyond the sub:ject. 
' I 

To get the predicate we need not depend upoo experience; we 

get it simply thro.lgh an analysis of the subject •. '.Ibis 

means that an analytical judgment is· uninformative or 

vacuous. 

'lhe objecticn of too narrovmess can also be removed. 

Apart from a. definition, Kant has gi\ren a criterion of 

analytical judgment. An ana!y·tical judgment, Kant holds, 

is such that it can not be denied without self-contra~lc-

tion~ Analytical judgmen'l:s are log.i!cally necessary for· 
. ' . 

they 'are justified by the ~ ~ <'lw of' contradiction 1 • 'lbus· we 

may reconstr\;!Ct the definition Of analytical judgment as J 

A judgment is analytical if .its denial involves self 

-con·tradicti6n. 'D"lis defini.tion applies even to those 
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judgment's which are not in the subject ... pre<Ucate foJ:m. 

Kant, perhaps, thinks that once we have the •criterion• 

we can without difficulty ascertain whether the predicate of 

a given judgment is c~tained in the subject of th~.t 

judgment, iee., ~rhether the jud9111ent is analytic or not~ 

But is it realiy so ? 'Ihe judgn1ent :• 7 + S = 12 • is 
l.il 

analytic'al according to Hume. Hwne thinks that the denial 

of it inlvol ves self contradictioo. But strangely enough, 

Kant does not think this denial·to be self-contradictory. 

It seems that whether th..e denial of a judgment involves 

self-contradiction is to be determined by whether the 
i 

preq.tcate of that judgment goes beyond the 1subject of it. 

The case being so, the criterion fails to perform the 

function it is supposed to do. 

In the·cas~· of synthetical judgm~1ts the predicate 

goes beyond the subject. We can not get the predicate just 

th.t·ough an analysis of the subject. Such judgments ex~end 

our knowledge. They can not be justified by the law of 

contradiction (or, let us say, by· logical laws). 

Kant has not explicitly stated' any criterion of 

synthetical jUdgments. But. as Kant thinks such judgments to 

be contradictory of the analytical ones, we rna~ use a , 

negative· criterion. One might say, a judgment is synthetical 
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if its denial is not ~ contradiction in te.rms. But as it 

is not clear when the denial of e judgment involves 

self-contradiction, we are again brought to the· difficulty · 

that we have faced in case of analyt.i.cal judgments. 

L..- III J 

I 
Let us now 'see what 'Kant means by synthetic a priori 

judgments and how they are possible. But before we do that 

we may note one interesting point that though Kant and Hume 

agree on so many points, one of them admits and the ether 

denies the possiDility of synthetic a prio~i judgments. 

The points :of si~larities and differencesibetween them 
I 

wili be of _great help in answering the question a How does 

Kant perform the difficult job of combining the terms 

•a priori• and •synthetic' together- or, what ·does he mean 

by synthetic a priori judgments ? BObh of them believe 

that experience can not teach us necessity. 'lhey believe 

a priori judgments to be .necessary. Again, they hold that 

all analytical judgments are necessary on the ground that 

·their denial involves self-contradiction. ~ey have taken 
• 

• analytical' to be the cori't;:radictory of • synthetical'' . and, 
I 

'a, prio~i' :Of • empirical'. 

.1 3. APR tS95 

' 
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In spite of thelse points of ~reement Hume do~s not· 

think synthetic a priori judgments to be pdssible. First, 

to him all a priori judgmentu ~re analytic~ and so they are 

justified by the law of contradiction (or~ we· should better 

say, by laws of logic). 'llie synthetical judgments, accord.;Lng 

to both Hume ·and Kant, aJre not so justified. Second,. accord-

ing to Hurne. all synthetical judgment_s are about matters of 

fact and so they "are erl:\prirical. What )is empirical can not 

be a priori. Third, Hume thinks that there is <nly one 

kind of necessity, in the true sense of the term. 'lliis 

necessity is intrins:lc necessity f'ound in analytical 

propositions. The z:tecessity of the analytical judgments 

• follows frcrn the meaning of the terms occuring in them. 

I 
If we agree with Hume's beliefs and assumptions, we 

have reason to accept his conclusion that there is no 

'. · synthetic a priori judgment. 

Let us see how Kant differs from Hurne. (1 ) For .Kant 

all analytical' judgments are a priori but all a priori 

judgments are not analytical. He uses the concept of 

• a priori • in such a ·wide sense that it does not necessarily 

exclude synthetical judgments. (2) Kant does not use tlie 

' I 

,words 1synthetical' ~1d •empirical' as identical •. The 

judgments which state the general condition~ or principles 

of the possibility of experience are syn·t.hetical,. but they 

.. 



are ·not empirical. So synthetic judgments can be a priori. 
I 

(3) Kant recognises a new kind of necessity which is 

different from the necessity fOUl1d in the analytical 

judgments. 'Ihis is whu.t is ·called •ttcmscendent~ nece

ssity•. ·'lhe general principl~ of causa.t!on is synthetical 

but it is: necessary· too, in the sense th~t it is one ~f the 

organisin9 principles of experience, andf for that matter, 

of the physical sciences. ~ can not have the phys~ciil 

sciences without this principle. This necessity, it might 

be said, is imposed upOn something fr;cn \d.thout. 

0 

Kant • s synthetic a priori judgments can not· be logically 
. I 

neceE;tsary for the simple reason that they ~e not analytic. 

They must: be necessary or a priori in a different sense, a 

new sense~ 'Ihis new sense can be made clear if we follow 

his treatment of the principle of universal causation, 

• every event has a cause •, which is recognised by him as a 

synthetic a priori judgment. It is clear that Kant•s 

synthetic. a priori judgments; in the q;itigue of PUre 

&~asop., are not self-eviden~ truths. If they were so, Kant 

would not haye to take so muah pain to prove them. l?toof, 

of oOu.t:sei, dbes not mean lllere what .:Lt generally. means. 
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Kant's proo~ of synthetic a priori judgments does not start 

from some self-evident premises, but from some conting~t, 
' . 

though very general, f&ots about the way in which human 

mind works. 'lhus Kant 1 :!.1 syni~hetic a priori judgments are 

• transcendentally a priori • and not 'absolutely a priori.'. 

This, of course, does not mean that Kant's synthetic a 

priori judgments are transcendentally a priori in his other 

• critiques 1 ·also. 

Though we have synthetic a priori judgments, the range 

of such judgments, Kant admits in the Critigye of ~ 

Reason, is very limited. We ha~e synthetic a priori 

judgments so far we are concerned about objects of possible 

sense-perception. 1 'lhe mcrnent YOU try tO L>pply these a 

priori propositions to objects like God and the soul, which 

could not possibly be perceived by the senses, they lose all 

intelligible meaning •. 'Ihis is because Kant 1 s synthetic a 

priori propositions are 'principles of organisation or 

connexion which convert a chaotic mass of sensations into 

the perception of ostensibly a world of permanent exte,nded 

law-abiding dbjects• 15 • 

The judgment •every event ha$ a cause• is synthetic 

' for in the donception of an event we do not, Kant asserts,. 
I 

cogitate the conception of a cause. But thi!' judgment ~-s 
! ' 

not necessary in the sense that its denial is a contradiction 
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in terms. this universal law of causa~ion is necessary or 
' 

a priori in .the sense that it states a condition or assump-

t~on of ~he ·po~sibility of the objects of perception, of 

theoretical :knowledge, 'lhQ way we are donsti~uted, we.must 
• 

assume the causal principle to be true ;l.;f we are to expl~in · 

the pos;3ibility of human experience. 'rbu~ the causal 

principl~ has no intrinsic necessity of its own; i'tl is 

necessary or a:·pri ori only in the transcfi'ndent al sense .• 

Kant's synthetic a priori judgments are Statements of the 

conditions of tpe possibility of objects themselves. 

Now. if we ar.,e to reach any conclusion from the above 

consideratiOns of Hume and Kant, the reason~le conclusion 

seems to be that two different but not opposed theses have 

been upheld by Kant and Hume on different sets of. premises; 

so none can be proved false on the strength of' the other. 

Kant has not' done, as it is sometimes thought, what Hume 

has failed to do, remaining· within the same framework in 

\tJhich Hume worked. l<ant })as been successful end Hume has 
i • 

failed, to combine the terms 'synthetic' and •a priorii 

together on :different grounds. But we may mention one 

point which 'will, perhaps, add an extra weight to ~t•s 
I • 



thes~s, •some judgments are synthetic a priori•~ This point 

·is that knowledge is scmething more than uncicnnected brute 

facts of experience. I't is something to be organised. · ·rw.s 
I 

stand has ·also been taken by ·the ·Gestalt psychologists who 

interpret perception to be a case of organi~ation. Xhis 
' . 
' 

organisation ·requirc3s a principle which is ,not itself one of 

the items :·to be organised. It is to be supplied by the 

organiser hJ:,nself. Every organisatioo points to a ~yond. 

Kant's synth~ic a priori judgments are principles of 

organisation,: cohstitutive principles of human experience. 
;.i' 

This fact of organisation may be counted as a point for 

prefering Kant's thesis that there are synthetic a priori 

judgmen~s. 

. .. 
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Imp~· .ication of ~ynthetic a Priori Judgment 

L- I J 

It has been suggested in the prev~ous chapter that Hurne~s 

brill:iant emp~rical analysis of universal causal relati.on 

~ ... orked as .a gceat stimulus to· Kant • s discovery of 

• synthetic a priori judgments 1 • At sc:me stage of his 
I 

philosophical development Kant was influenced by extreme 

rationalism or 1 what may be called, ••pure or ideal' 

rationalism 111 • 'lhis form of rationalism has recognised an 

unlindted power of reason or thought. Thought by itself 

is in a position to produce necessary or certain knowlepge 

which is true; about this wor~d. Slt it is Hume • s analy~is 
l 

of the causal· judgments which succeeds in changing Kant's 
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faith in the power ?f reason. Hume 1 s ana].ysis of causal. 

jud'9Inents, says N.K.Smith, "awoke Kant frcm his dogmatic 

slumber, and so ultimately led to the raising of the logical 

problem in its widest fQPh ,_ h<i>w synthetic a priori 

judgments, whether matheunatical; physical', or metaphysic_al, 

2 are possible" • 

'!he i· suggestioo, Of course, is not wra1g, l:ut it might 

be misleading. It might ~ thought that Hume•s analysis of 

the causal principle logically leads to Kant 1 s thesis tl)at 

there are synthetic a priori judgm~ts, or that this 
\,i: 

analysis. and Kant 1 s thesis can not be accommodated together. 

'!his ambiguity may constitute a good logic for investigating 

the real ;implication of Hume•s analysis of the universal law 

of causatic:n in our attempt to realise the significan.ce of 

Kant •s thes.:f..,s that some judgments are syntlJ_,3tic a priori. 

I 

. Hume 1 s analysis of causal relation implies not that 

there is :no ,such relation, not that we have, in fact, no 
I . 

science; ·bu~ that the causal relation can not .mean more than 

mere concommitance or regularity, that we .can not claim for 

science any ·superior status than what is enjoyed by the 

contingent empirical judgments, 11that the principle of' 

causality has no possible. rational basis 113
• In the woi'ds of 

Prof. Smith,! Hume•s position on causal relation may be 

stated as a 

I . 
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"'lhe principle that every event must have 
a cause, is neither intuitively nor 
demonstratively certain. so far fran 
there existing a necessary connection 
between the idea of an event as san~thing 
happen~ng in time and ~he idea of a 
c:au~e, no connection of any k.ind, is 
discoverable by u~n4. -. 

Hlme is cons.cious that the universal ca~s;al p,x:inciple, , 

•every eV.ent must have a cause' claims to be nec$ssary:and 

every n~cessary judgment is a' priori. At;;Jain, he is also 

conscious~ that this causal principle is hot analytic ·but 
I 

synthetic since it can not be justified simp.ly by logical 

laws. Thus it may be inferred that though Hurne himself did 
I 

not recognise the existence of syntf1etic a priori judgments, 
' . ' 

I 

he could realise what'-' such judgments w0o1ld have been like, 

if possible.. From this it is not quite unnatural to get 

at the suggestion that the implication of the admission of 

synthetic a priori prosition::; lies in the consequence of the 

denial of those propositions.. And it can not be denied that ,. 

Hume is obviously right in thinking that the denial of . . I 
synttietic: a priori judgments destroys the basis of science 

which claims certainty, makes certain knowledge impossible. 

But Hume was, perhaps, wrong in taking this to 'be the whole 

story. 'Ihe teal impl.ication of this denial may be much. 

' more devastating than HUine thOl.~ght it to be. It might be 

said that the negation of the existence o~ synthetic a 

priori. judgments destroys not only necessary knowledge or 

I . 
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science but also the possibility of empirical knowledge, 

which does not cla.irn to be necessary. 'Ihis is also clear 

from Prof. Smith's statement when to express Kant's 

continued belief in the Idealist view of thought he writes a 
. . 

11 Though pure thought never by ita~lf amounts to knowledg~ 
- ! ; 

-- therein Kant departtJ fran the· extreme rationalist 

position - only thr·ough it i::; any knowledge, empirical or 

a priori, po~sible at all 115 • 

'Ihe great merit of Kant • s thesis • some judgments are 

synthetic a priori•, it is thought~ is that it saves us 

frcm accepting some 1mpalatable consequences, e. g., th~re is 

no science, experi~nce is impossible, and so on. From.this 

"' we might be tempted to assert that Kant • s thesis secures 

every.thing that we miss by Hume' s denial of synthetic a 

priori judgment, that this thesis implies that Hume was 

mistaken in his denial of synthetic a priori jtl.dgments. We 

could assert this without hesitation if Hwne and Kant had 

denied and affirmed, respectively, the same thing. But this 

does not :;;eem to be obvious.· Kant himself, of course, 'believes 

that Hume has denied exactly what he has affirmed in the 

statement, 'there are synthetic a priori judgments•. In 
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other words, if we canmit ourselves to Kant• s thesis, we are 

to admit phy~ical science; an'd if we refuse .to admit it, we 

thereby miss , even .empirical knowledge, which, Hume himself . 
was not ready to deny. This may be taken to be the real 

' 
implicatiOn of Kant • s thesis, 'sQne judgments are ·synthetic 

a priori'. Let us see, in what follows, how far it is t~e 
I ' 

that Kant's thesis has this implication, and whether it has 

this implication without any further assumption; wheth~r the 

affirmation of Kant's thesis implies the falsity of HUrne's 

denial of synthetic a priori judgments. 

I • 

H.l.me subscribes to the doctrine that all true 
. . 

propositions are either analytic a priori or synthetic a 
' 

posteriori. Hume•s conclusion that there is no synthetic 

a priori proposition rests upon this dichotomy of judgments. 
I 

If for l:he sake of argument we admit this dichotomy, we can 

not deny Hume• s cooalusion without contradiction. Again·, 
i 

assuming that Kant is n':>t log;toally wron9 .:Ln affirming the 

existence :of synthetic a prior~ judgments; we can ee.Sily 
• . I 

draw the conclusion that Hume and Kant have not referred 
! 

r 
to the same thing· when they denied or aff i,rmed • synthetic 

a priori judgments •. 

~ 
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The same conclusion will follow even if we proceed in 

a different way. Both Htune and Kant have admitted that we 

can deny any. synthHt.Lc judgment without self-contradiction. 

They have also admitted that we can not so deny any 

analytic proposition. As because Hwme has denied but Kant 

has affirmed synthetic a priori judgments, inspite of their 
. . . 

fundamental agreement on the me.aning of 1 analytic' and 

• synthetic' judgments, they can not mean the same thing when 

they deny or affirm 1 synthetic a priori judgments •. 

If we .·tdrni t this conclusion, v1e can not but hesitate 

to concede to the c:laim that the affirmation of Kant • s 

synthetic· a pril!>ri judgment8 implies that HtUne was mistaken 

.in denying synthetic a priori judgments. 

L- IV J 

" 

Can we hope to find any possible way of showing that 

Hume '.vill deny what Kant has affirmed by the statement, 

t some judgments are synthetic a priori' ? our ans\\rer to 

this can be af f i.crn ai: i ve • From what; has been already said it 

is clear that Hu~e will riot .admit of any such propositions 

which state something about the world and yet claim to be 

necessary in the sense that they are justified simply by 

logical laws. This is quite justified, but not a bold step 
. . 

at all.. We can not expect that the synthetic judgment;:.; will 

i . 
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I . 
be justified by the law of ·contradiction if we already 

define synth~tio judgments as those judgments wl)ich oan; be 
• ! 

; 

I denied without self-contra~iction. 11 The oootrary of ev~ry 
• • I 

matter of fact is still possible; because it can never 

imply a contradiction, and is conceived by the mind with the 

same facilit~ and distinctness, qS if ever S9·09nfarmabie 

to. reality 116 .i 

HJ.me ,will also deny a.Q.othe.t 'kitid of judgment., He has 
. I 

identified syntheticJ judgments with the etrtpt~ioal ones and 
' • ' ! 

• i 

such judgmept;s, acco.tding to Ji.tme, al;'e contirlgent. Nqw, if 
.. 

any synthetic. judgmEmt claims to be more than contingent, it 

will be impossible for the simple reason that the on~y 

justification! that Hume could discover for any synthetic 
I . 

judgment, 't.e!., judgmeJ;ltS concerning ~atters of fact, was 
I 

experience. Let. us state it in Hwn~• s own words J 
I 

11 When it i.s asked, what is the nature of .Ul 
our reasonings concerning matter of fact ] 
the proper answer seems to be, that they 
are founded on the relation of cause and 

, effect. · When agaia it is asked, what is 
the foundation of all our reasonings and 
copclus~ons concerning that relat~on 1 it 
may be replied in one word, Exper~enoeq7. 

Sense-experience can not justify any discrimination 

between any ordinary empirical statement, li~e •grass is 

green • and any principle of physical scien.ce, like, • every 

event must have a cause•. !n other words, to Hume all 
" 
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I • 

I 
synthetic judgments are of the same status. He, will deny 

all synthetic judgments w~ich preten?- to be more than . 

contingent, i.e., not contingent in the ordinary sense of 

the term - judgment-s which can not be justifi~d by sense 

-experience •. 

Kant • s synthetic a priori jU.d9ffients are of this k:::.1d. 

He holds that there are propositions which state 'the 

conditions of the possibility of $>Cperienctt I, or the funda

mental def~ning characteristics of experience. SUch 

propositi:'ons. are· not analytic for if we deny that there is 

human exper.··.ience, no contradiction arises. But aga1;n, they 

are not·like: ordinary contingent propositions. If the truth 
I 

of a proposi~ioh is the condition of 
1
the possibility of 

t!J 
' ' 

experience itself, there is no point in seeking the verdict 

of experi'ence to know whether it is true or not. Thus if 

we assume. that there is human experience, we can assert 

those propositions a priori. It is this kind of proposi

tions which ~ant calls synthetic a priori, and Hume will 

defiqitely deny tli.em. 'l'hus it is not quit~ unjustified to 

hold that the affiDnation of Kant's synthetic a priori 
' 

judgments implies that Hume is mistaken in denying synthetic 

a priori judgments. 

I • 
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I • 

. 
Huma h~ identified synthetic judgments with empirical 

judgments, and such judgments are, he says, contingent.: 

'Ihus if any judgment claims to be more than contingent and 

yet ~o be syqthetic, it is not possible. The judgments· of 
I 

science are of this type qnd so ~cien~e is, Hume will say, 

impossible. ·The whole gamut of ~nowledge or judgment is, 

according to Hume, •axhauiJted'by ·c&nalytio ~d empirical 

judgments. 

Kant :is 'conv.in<Jed that there are synthetic a pr1ori ,. 

judgments in mathemHticsand logic; and so, he argues, 

science is possible~ This means that the existence of 
synthetic a priori judgments makes ~~ience possible. But 

' I Q ' 

I 

we should rather say that if the judgements of sciences are such 

that they claim more than to be contingent in the ordinary 

sen::>e but les:s than to be logically necessary, then the 

recognition of synthetic a priori judgments implies the' 

existence of science. 'lhis is, no doubt, an important fact 
1;1 

aoout the syn;theti<;: a priori ··,judgments. But i what is more 

fundament~l about them is someth~ng different. It is this 

' that if wei _exclude synthetic a priori judgments frcm the 

class of judg~ents, ·the class of judg1nents will. thereby .be 

rendered empty. £t is not simply false that all synthetic 

" 
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I ' 
judgments'. arc:i empirical, but. that it is absurd. It is not 

possible to have empirical judgments without reqognising a 

different type of syntheti? judgments, which are not as 

contingent as the empirical ones. They are, what may be 

called, Kant •:s synthetic a priori judgments. 

I 
But how .is it that empirical judgments require some 

other judgments which are qot themselves empirical ? ·r.·.ls 

is not unnatural. ·n1ere must b~,· according to Kant, an 

element of compulsion, sane kind of necessity, a universal 

element, ·w~ich distinguishes a judgment frqm·a fiction or 

mere opinion, from c!l. psychological association of ideas. 

Judgment is ·r1ot a matter of caprice. Ln B.l43, Kant has 

made a clear :distinc:tion between a psychological associa-· 

tion of i4eaS:, ahd obj.!ective unity of ;given representations 

or judgment. In a psychological association the relation 

between the ideas is casual and contingent; but in 

judgment this: relation is no longer arbitrary. It is govern

ed by a law that is linked with the unity of the self. ·.'!his 

relation is necessary even when the judgmen·t· is not 
! 

concerned to assert the relation as necessary. In other 

words, it holds good even if the judgment is empirical. 'Ihe 

empirical judgment, 11 all bodies are heavy 11 does not assert 

that if we suiPport a body, we feel an impression of weight,. 

it does not assert that this impression may be different for 

different per~ons at different times. It asserts that the 



impressions of 'body• .,;and •weight' are ccmbined in the 

abject itself. I c:anbine them not simply because I am 

pleased to do that, but because I feel sane sort of 
I 
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compulsion. 'lhis implies that there are some principleis or 

laws behind the organisation of the sense-impressions into .. 
a unity. Th~s is, perhaps, true even in the

1
case of the 

' 

so-called emotive jud91T1ents, which may not be called 

judgments 1if judged by the more or less well accep~ed 

criteric:n of •truth-claim •. This principle of ·organisation 

can not be supplied by the .brute facts of experience; it is 

to be imported from outside of experience. 'lhis should·be 

obvious from the fact that.a principle of organisation can 

not itself be one o:E the items to be organised; from the 

fact· that in a logical argument no· principle of that 

argument can be a conclusion of that argwnent. Moreover, 
I ' 

if th~ principles are to be received from the&in~ressions 

themselves, any organisation will be as better as the 

other. There will t~ no intelligible way of distinguishing 

between a:mere psychologicaL association of ideas and a! 

judgment; ·a mere opinion and knowledge. The principles are 

to b7 a priori. Again, the principles are not analytical. 

'Ihey have no 'intrinsic necessity. '!hey woul'd have possessed 

intrinsic necessity if it weEe impossible for human 
j I I 

experience not to occur. But tnis is not the case. They 

can not, of course, be denied if there is 'human experience 

I 
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I • 
or knowledge r but the denial. of hwnan eXperience does not 

involve any self-contradiction. 'Xhus with refer.ence to. 

human experience th,3se principles are both a p.z=:iori and 

synthetic. These principles are the conditions of the 

possibility of experience and we have already s~en that 

Kant•s synthetic a priori judgments express ~uch conditions. 

Thus the synthetic a priori judgments are to be recognised 

not only for the sake of a special type o~ experience called 

science, which claims to be necessary or, at least, more 

than contingent; but also for empirical knowledge, which 

does not so· claim. 'lhis is thought to be the full impiica-

tion of synthetic a priori judgments, and, perhaps, Hume 

would not have denied them if he could realise this full 

implicatiai. 

In connection with what has been stated as the full 

implication of: synthetic a priori judgments two issues 

might be suggested. It is true that for the validity of 

the statement, 11no forms of ~owl edge, even empirical on~, 

is possible without synthetic a priori- judgments" we need 

not k11ow wheth¢r anybody happens to admit· it or not. 
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Hence, we can avoid the discussion of the question as to 

whether Hume would not have denied synthetic a priori 

• 
judgments if he could realise its full implication. But 

the valiqity of that statement requires a certain 

conception of ~1owledge and ~his conception of knowledge 

does not enjoy universal consent. It re~ires that 

knowledge is always judgmental. Judgment is systematisa-

tion; it :involves organisation or interpretation ~hich 

requires. synthetic a priori principles. One s~ch 

principle recogn:...3ed by Kant is, 11every· event must have a 

cause 11 • But it might be said that we can have knowledge 

which is not discursive. .It might be claimed that we have 

knowledge even when our awareness is simply an awareness of 

an existence, and not of an existence of a certain sort. 

The indeterminate or 11Nirvikalpaka11 perception recognised 
~ . I 

by the Ny~ya philosophers may be used to subs.,tantiate th .. is 
I ' 

claim. It is, of course, not necessary, for our purpose, 

to establish or destablise this claim.· But what is 

important· is that the vie•,,·, 11 even empirical kn,)wledge lis 

not possible wi thoui: synthetic a priori judgments 11 can not 

be accepted without reservation; for its validity will be 

affected by ~he existence of indeterminate perception, if 

tt1.ere is any. 'Ihus we shouid rather say that no forms .lf 

knowledge, e~en emp1rioal, ie P<?:;.Jsible without the 

recognition of synthetic a priori judgments, provide.d 
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judgment is the unit of knowledge. 

Anothep i~sue, \'lhich ia not ~lrel.ated. with the inv~~ti

gation of t~e ~mplication of synthetic a prio~i judgment~ 
; I I 

deserves attention. Wit he.ve seon t·hat judgments require 

some principles of organisation, and we have also seen that ,. 

these pril]Ciples are to be ~ynthetic and a priori. 'Ihese 

principles j:lre Kant • s synthetic u priori judgments. .Kant• s 
I I . 

efforts are ditected to establish that there ·are such 
I ' 

principles, but he has rlot established that these principles 

are judgment. :Moreover, there are definite objections 

against describing them as judgments. 'lbe most reasonable 

objection, ~erhaps, is that a principle which makes judgment 

possible can not itself be a ju.dgment, for in that case we 
p 

shall have to admit that for judgment to be porsible there 

is no n·eed of qny such principle. Walsh writes "synthetic 

a priori judgments fall in a class of their own, an~ it may 

even be sugges~ed that t:hey are not judgments at ·dll 118 • 

'l'he relation of this issue with the investigation, here 

undertaken, is !that if these principles are not judgment,. 

the investigation loses its me·a,ning and Kant•s. very problem 
. ~: 

of 11synthetic ~ priori judgment" is reduced to a pseu~o 
I • 

-problem. 
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No f.onn of knowled:Je is possible, we have seen ° above, 

without t!le pecognitioo of synthetic a priori judgments. 

Synthetic: a priori knowledge, in its turn, requires a new 

conception :'Jf mind. According to Kant, we can not have 
.. 

synthetic' a priori knowledge if we ~onceive human mind after 
I Q 

the fashion bf the em~iricists or the, rationalists. Accord-

ing to them, knowledge is mere analysis - either analys.is of 

universal a priori laws or analysis of the manifold of 

experience revealed in sense. For both of them, mind is 

passoive in knowle<-'l:ge. But for Kant, mind is not simply a 
D . 

"clean slate" upon which experience writes the whimsical 

will~. 
• 0 i 

Our mind supplies the required principles for 

organising tl)e discrete senoe-manifolds into experience. 

Thus the existence of synthetic a pr~ori judgm•::nts !~plies 

a conception. of m~nd, different from th9se of the 

rationalists . and the empi.J;"icists. 11 If we assuine that the 

human mind i~ purely passive in knowledge, we can not 

explain the a priori knowledge which we undoubtedly 
9 pc:;>ssess 11 

• 

I ·• 
The ixistence of syn,hetic a prjlori judgments impl~es 

a sepond change also- a revolutionary changeQin our 

outlook - a change which is not unrelated with the change 

in the coqceP,tion of mind. We can not have synthetic a: 
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a pr~ori judgments, i.e., judgments expressing conditions 
I 

of experience if such conditions are to depend upon ~he 

world we experience rather than .t~.pon our own faculties lhat 

we employ in 
1

experie11cing the world; for in that oase the 
synthetic a priori judgments, ace ording to·· Kant, wilJ. be 

reduced tQ.contingent empirical judgments. Hence, the 

existence,. of syn·bhetic a priori judgments implies a 

fundamental ·change in philosophical method. we should no 

mare stick to the long cherished idea, 11 our knowledge mus·t 

conform to objec"ts" but subscribe to a new one, uobjects 
IV 

must conform to our knowledge 11 instead. 'lhis revolutionary 

change has been described as •copernican revolution• by 

Kant himself. By this revolution Kant does 11ot suggest 

that·mind can create things, as far as their existence ·is 

concerned, b'/ think:Lng them • "What he is suggesting is 

that \V"e can not know things, that they can not be oojects 

of knowle~ge for us, except in so far as they are subjected 

to certain a priori conditions of knowledge on the part of 

1'0 the subject 11 • 

I • 
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something which ought to be the case. JUdgments of the first 

' 4 
type are theQre'!=ical, of the second practical• • T.tle 

hypothetical: and categorical imperatives, KaQt tells us, are 

instances of'analytioal and ~ynt~et~c a p~iori. judgments, 

respectively. 

But as we pass to the second 1 critique • ··from the. first 

one, one thing that strikes us is that Kant continues to 

stick to hi~· firm convieltion that all judgments with:.:>ut 

exception do·not fit into the schem~ either·of 1Analytic"a 
Q 

priori• or of •synthe~ic a posteriori~. This time, of course, 

he attempts to vindicate his belief in a different direction. 

Here he is concerned not with how synthetic a priori 

theoret.ical. juqgmen·ts are possibl·e, but with the synth~tic 

a priori character. of moral judgments. It may be observe~ 
G 

here that when Kant claims •synthetic a priori• character 
I 

for moral judgments he does not claim this for every indivi-

dual moral. judgment but for the principles in accordance 

with which such judgments can be truE7lY made •. Kant believes 

that we do have or make synthetic a priori moral judgments. 

Thus in connection with the above conviction of Kant in. the 

two •critiques • the difference appears to lie not with 'the 

qualification .• synthetic a priori • but simpLy with the thing 
I • I 'llti 
; 

so qualified, i.e., •judgment•. But it remains to be seen 
. . i 

whetp.er t~e qualification does not srlently change its" 

mean~ng with.the change o~ context. •Do we have _synthetic a 
I . 
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priori judgm~ts in the context of moral exp~rience in 
! 
' I 

exact).y the S131Ile sense in which we have them lin connection 

with theor~tical experience 1 

If we do. not like to drag the debate any further, we 

z:nay adopt ·at the very outset the positivlstic asswnption 

that 1 only judgments which can be verified by sense are 
i • "" 

true 1 and say that moral judgments not being so verifi~le 

and hence not. being true are not judgments at all. 'Ihus 

there is n~ point in discussing in 'what sense such judqments 

are s,ynthetic a priori. ~t this liqe of approach should be 
. 

avoided on some vital groWl~S. Fi·rst~ it is obvious that 

there is no reason to accept this positivistic assumption 
. 

to be true if sensous-experience is the only criterion of 

accepting anything to be tiue. It itself cannot be so 

verified. · second, in asserting the possibility of synth:etic 

a pr,i.ori judgments Kant is posing a challenge to the 

authenticity of the assumption that being sensibly verifiable 

and being true are identical. This very assumption which 

Kant himself challenges oen not be reasonaill.y used as a 

premise to challenge Kant's position. MOreover, if this 

criterion· t~ ~dopted, the synthetic a priori judgments.of 

the first britique w.ill not f.-air any better. 

D 
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'!here is a sense in which we may assert that in using 

the expres:sion •synthetic a priori' with refc:rrence to the 

moral law Kant is not making a· new stipulation. And Kant 

himself believes that in claiming synthetic a priori 

judgments in the fields of mathematics, physics and moral 

thought he' is·not using the expression •synthetic a priori• 
I 

in different senses. The expression · • synthetic a priori • is 

a combination' of two distinct terms, •synthetic' and 

• a priori •. '!he meaning of these tenns have been separately 

clarified by Kant in the first •critique•. If we stick to 

this original sense, i.e., the sense in Which they have·been 

used in the first •critique•, .each tenn is applicable to the 
0 

•categorical imperative', Ttk.ich is, according to Kant, a 
I • I 

synthe'tic a priori judgment in the second 1 critique •. A 
I 

proposition is synthetic, holds Kant in the first •.critique•, 

11if its negatioo is not a contradicti0n in terms. It is a 

priori if it is logic::ally independendent ·of any proposition 

which describes sense-impress.ions••5 • 'lbe proposition that a 
' . 

rational will ;is subject to. the categorical imperative can be 

denied without self-contradiction. 
i ' 

Again, this proposit~on, 

even .the e~pi~icists would admit, can not be shown to be' 

logically ~ependent on any .proposition describing sense . , I l 
' -imprr~si~s. 'lhe proposition is :J:>oth, synthete'f.c ·and a 

,· 

p~iori. · 
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'Ihus we m~y be tempted to conclude that the ·expressioo :· 

·~~thetic a priori• is applicable. to moral judgments as 

well as t<D theoretical ooes, meaning thereby that we have 
. j ' I a 

I I . 
syntp~tic 1 a priori judgments in t~e second 1 Cfi~ique• in the 

sense in which we have them 'in the first•critique•. 

'Ihe meaning of a given combinat.ion of words is not 

always a logical product of the meanings of the individUal 

' words enterir~g into ~hat combination. The combinaticn 

•syntheti~ a.priori 1 as used by Kant in the first •critique• 
I 

is a good exCilnple o:e this. In the first • critique • when 

Kant calls any judgment synthetid a priOl;'i, he uses the 

expression • synthetic a priori 1 ·!n a technicai sense. By 

synthetic a priori judgments ~ant here means principles which 

state the .co~ditions of the possibility of theoretical 

knowledge. The principle of·causation, •every event has a 

cause • is,, e.ccordin9 to Kant, a synthetic a priori judgment· 

because w~ ca!n not have any form of !"-heoretical knowledge,· 
' . 

empirical ·or :a priori ,~ithout assuming it to be true. Thus 

to say that a moral judgment ·is synthetic and is also a:priori 

is not to say that we have •synthetic a priori• judgments in 

the second •critique• in the·"sense in which we have suc{l 

judgments :in the f~rst one~ 

' 
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The ·synthetic a priori'judgments, according to Kant, 

express conditions or assumptions required for the 

possibility of theoretical knowledge· and Kant claims to have 

given a c'omplete llst of such judgments in the first 

•critique~•. 11 Just as Kant believes he has discovered all 

the categ'ories and their schemata, so he believes he has 

discovered the synthetic a priori principles of all pos.sible 

objective exi;:>erience 116 • If .. thi~ claim itJ right then from 

the mere fact that the synthetic a priori moral judgments 

have not occured in the first •critique' it follows that 

they are of a different typ~ from those occuring there. 

But this does not mean that if Kant's claim were false, 

if that list: of synthetic a priori judgments he thought 

complete were not really so, we could include the synthetic 

a priori moral judgments in the first •critique•. In other 

words, what ~e intend to mean is that we can not have syn

thetic a priori judgments in the'second •critique• in 

exactly the same s.ense in which we have such judgments in 

the first •critique•. It may, however, be stated here that 
[ : 

Kant •·s claim;, as a matter of fact, is not right. Komer 

holds that 11 l<ant was mistaken in regarding Newton's physics 
I 

as containing all ·the possible types. of objectj ve empirical 

.. 
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judgment and consequently in regarding h~s own list of a 
. 1 

priori principles as canplete 11 • 

~t us ccnsider, in this connecticn, an important 

feature of alz · synthetic a pri'ori judgments. . All synthetic 

a priori judgments,· .no matter wnether they belODg to the 

first or to the seco.nd •critique', holds Kant, ere necessary. 

Necessity is a mark of e priority. rut what does •·necessity• 

mean 1 It admits of d1f£ilrent interpretation&. A proposi

tion is necessary if we can not deny it without seJ.~ 

-contradiction.. 'Ihis is the sense in which the analyti<;=al 

propositioias are necessary. This necessity ia kDOl!ll u 

logical necessity. &t no synthetic a prJ,ori propositions 

can be necessary in this sense simPlY .becauae they are. 

supposed to be synthetic. 1 'lhe n.ecessity of the synthetic a· 

priori' theoretical judgment$ consi'sts 'in thei.t being 

conditions or assump-tions of our having any experience of 

objects in space and time. 'lhia nscus.i.ty hu bem tamed 
. . 

•transcendental necessity•. .It is conditicnel ana ao it 

res&rn.bl.es Kant's 'hyp.otbetical imperativaa', wbJ.ah uo 

of the form •.oo this if you want this•. ·~ event baa a 

cause•, for axample41' '"hich is' a synthetic a priori proposi

tion of the first 'critique',is necessary only if there ·is 

human experience and if hwnan rEUIBOn has only a 'logical use 1 
.• 

If human reason or intellect h.ad a •real U:ae• • we coUld do 
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without the synthetic u priori principlea of thear.tiaal 

knowledge. ·In other words, in th&t case the ayntheUc: a 

priori judgments of the fi'rst 'critique' waud· cease to be 

necessary for the acquisition of knOWledge. Kant has 

recos;ynJ.sed a dJ.stJ.nctJ.cl:tn between a 'logical use '1 end a • real 

use• of reason br intel.l.ec=t. "In ita _1 logiaal 1 use the 

function of the intoll•ot is to tnt~lectualiu the datu of 

sense or, in language Kant wee i;o malt• fami.liu later, . 

'bring them to concepts' ••• It is not, that ia to ~Jay, 

a source· of Jmowledc;Je on its own account •• • .By contrast 

t!:he • real ' use of the J.ntell~ct is cne in which the faculty 

acts J.nde~:~dently •=>f any other. 3he functj.<m Of the · 

intellect in thia aspect is not the mere conceptualization 

o£ the given,. bl.tt the production of k.!lOWledgo a1 its 01111 

account,.a~ 

But the moral principle,. the cat-.go.rical imperative is 

not necessary in this sensa. We are not required to ab'.:3wne 

any moral principle to think .about matters of fact. Our 
• 

experience of the world of obj eats is not af,f~ed by wha1; 
' .. · 

moral' priqc:iple we hap'*' to subscribe. tott 'rhia,. of course,. 

does nat: mean that the c:atag'Qrical imperative is not , . 
objoctive. It is t.tue that the term. • objectivity• •is used 

in complete different senses and often with no clear meaning 

. at all 119• a.tt yet it is without doubt th~t tba objectivity 

of the categorical imperat~ve is something d.ifferct frcm 

•. 
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that of the. synthetic a priori, judgments of the· first ·~·· 

• critique•. 11 It is clear ·that the objectivity. or, if we like, 

the absolute validity of the categorical imperative must be 

different from the objectivity of the synthetic· a priori 

principles which are the ccnditions of the ... experience 'of 
I 

physical obJects and soience. '!he categorical imperati~ni 

does not, whatever else its fun<?tion may b.e, confer objecti

vity on perceptual judgments. The apprehensic:n of i.t and 

the • fee·ling• of respect for the law which accc.mpanies it 

may conflict wit;h desires which oan be described by 

perceptual judgments. But it modifies neither these desires 

nor their· description u10 • 

(.- IV J 

, It may, thus, be suggested that though we can not have 

synthetic a p.riori judgments 'in the second •.critique 1 in 

exactly the same sense in which we have suchjJudgments in 

the first •critique•, we can speak o.f synthetic a priori 

judgments in the second •critique', though in a sl~ghtly 

different .sense - in the serlse of beling conditions of what 

we ought to do• In what folJ.ows let us see whether the· 

categorical imperative, which is a synthetic a priori 

judgment, ·according to Kant, supplies a necessary require

ment for the determination of obligaticn or duty, the 

.. 
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ultimate test of moral judgn·ent. 

That.we have moral consciousness, holds Kant, is.~ 

undebatable fact of experience. 
. . . 

We tnake moral judgments 

like, •we ought to speak the truth •. ·'lhe moral judgments 

are different from theoretical jud9ffients, like, •rain is 
... ;• 

more frequent in the summer than in any other season •. 'lhe 

theoretical judgments express what is the case. The moral 

judgments'· on the other hand; are concerne'd with what we 

ought to do~ and not with how men actually do behave:·. But 

moral judgments and theoretical judgments are alike in the 

important respect' that none of them is a matter of cap;rioe. 

vlhether we judge something to be the case or judge oo action 

to be moral we judge according to de_finite objective laws 
• 

or principles. AB l<an_.t differs from the empiricists in 

holding t~at the theoretical judgments are not subjective 

association of'ideas so also he differs from them in holding 

that a moral judgment is not an expression of our subje(.:tiv·e 

feeling of approvaJ; or disapproval. An action is a moral . . 
action or a duty because of the principle or law by which it 

is determ~ned. According to Kant, the moral value of the 

action lieS II in the maxim aCCOrding tO whiCh it haS been 

11 decided upon 11 • • 'lhere is em element of cQnpul.sion in : 

morality. : 'Ihe linguistic expression of this compulsion· or 
. . i 

command is called by Kant an • imperative • · 1 and as 
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distinguish~d from the hypothetical imperatives~ which are 

based on the contingent fqcts of ind~vidual de0ires and 

interests, the supreme principle of morality is called by 

Kant the •categorical imperative•. "Hypothetical imp~ratives 

are the expressions of commands which are conditional on . 

in>-linations or purposes. 

order to achif!lve that u12 • 

'!hey have the form· 1 Do this 1.n 

In such imperat.ives the actioos . . . 
commanded; says Copleston, 11 are conceived as being g?Od with 

a view to attaining a certain 'end1113 • 'Ihe actions are not 

such which ought _to be done for their own sake. Hypothetical 

imperatives .are either 'imperatives of skill' or 'imperatives 

of prudence •. 'Ibis distinction depends on the purpose on. 

which the commanO.s are conditional. In one case the purpose 
; 

is contingent and in the other necessary for all human 

beings. But this does not make any difference to their 

essential natura, they have the same form. ••categorical 

imperatives~ on the other hand, express commands which are 

not conditionpl on 'any purpose at all. '!hey_ are not of the 

form • Do this in o.r;der -to achieve that 1 , b.J.t simply 1 Do :this •. u14 · 
. . 

• It C\X\'Unands, that is to say, that the maxims which serve 

as our principles· of volition should confo.on to universal 

1 ,15 aw • 

The categorical imperative is, according to Kant, a 

synthetic a priori judgment. But as distinguished from· .a 
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synthetic a priori theoretical judgment of the first · 
fi- • 

•critique• it is
1
,practical synthetic a priori, judgment. 

11 'lhat is to say, it does not, extend our theoretical knowledge 

of objects, as is done by the synthetic a prior~ propositions 

••• It is directed towards action, towards the performance 

of actions good in themselves, not towards. our ~owledge of 

empirical reality1116 

It is to be noted ~ere that any individual moral 

ju\.igment is not call•3d by Kant a synthetic a priori mor:.ll 

judgment. 'Ihe categorical impe~ative is a synthetic a J;>riori 

judgment in being a test or condition for the determina~ion 

of a mor·al principle or maxim and, indirectly, of moral 

action.. An action, Kant hol9-s, possesses moral worth ·only 

when it is ~nosen, and to choose an action is not just to 

behave but to adopt a principle or maxim in doing the action. 

Only rational ~ings can follow principles and so, according 
! 

to Kant, morality is strictly an affair of rational beings; 

it is not restricted to human beings only. One of the 

fundamental ways in which Kant•s .ethical theory differs from 

that. of Hume is that: whereas morality, according to Hwne, is 

simply a hum<ih affair, the fundamental prlnl.·..i.ples of morality, 

holds Kant, are the same for. every rational being, since the 

ultimate criterion of morality, according to Kant, is 

deducible from the concept 0~ a rational being as such., Just 
i 

as Hegel holds that to be real is to be rational, so Kant 

holds that to be moral is to be rational. The categorical 
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imperative says that a rational agent ought to do such and 

such. This ·categorical imperative has been formulated in 

different ways, and let us· consider two such formulations 

to see what this imperative really determines. 

1. • Act only on that maXim whereby yoo can 1at the same 

2. 

time will that it should bec<.:me a universal law•. 

I Act as if the m~im of YOU.l· 'action were t 0 beccme by 

your will a universal law of nature• 17 • 

It is a bit difficult to see how these two formulations 

are formulatLons of exactly the same thing. Unlike the first 

formulation the second one requires us to know, Richard . 

Norman holds, th~t our m.axims of actions, when universalised, 
I 

ncould be .consistent with the empirical facts of the natural 

world in which we have to act 1118 .. If consistency with the 

facts of the world we live in is thus emphasised, the 

ultimate criterion of morality will no more be confined' 

within the principl'e of •universalisability• and that will .. . 

be something not w~ted by Kant, since in that case we will 

have only an empirical test of morality. 

An important feature, of course, is common to both ·the .. 

above two formulations. 'lhey express a relation between1 the 
\ 
i 
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l 
conc~pts 9£ •rationality• and •un~versality•., 1hey require 

. . 
that, as +ational beings, we should be able to univers·a.}.ise 

the maxims ~four actions. It is not, ·perhaps, 'unjustified 

to assert a close relution· between rationality·and 

universality. We can not show something to be reasonable

with?Ut going beyond the mere particularity of that thing. 

Moreover, .universalisability may be interpreted to mean 

consistency, and consisuency i,s 4 condition of being 

rationally justified. We are no~ rationally justified +n 

adopting an action unless we can universalise it. In aJ:,lY 

valid argument we are required to use a term in one definite 

sense in alJ,. its .occurences •. Consistency is a conditi.on of 

intelligibi ~:ity. 

Again, Kant asserts another rel·ation, a relation o:f 

identity between rational behaviour and moral behaviour·. 
I 

It is becciuse of thl.s that Kant thinks that moral distinctions 

could not be made to depend on any contingent fact abou~ 
< 

human beings, it is to be made on the sole consideration of 

man as such •. "It is reason in man, Kant holds, that makes 
0 

him a moral being ••• He held it to be evident that the 
"-· 

. c . . 

demanas of morality are peculiarly and characteristically 

unco~di tiqnal, 1 abs olu·t:e, or ••categorical•f ; that t?e 

principles of morality are invariant;. and that rnorality i 
I 

imposes !tis demanrJs on free and responsi,ble beings alon~. 
' 

If so, he argued - in direct opposition to Hume -- that 
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I 
moral distinction must be 11deri ved f.Jtom reasqn 11 ·and not .fran · 

a 11m oral sense 11 or any other feeling, sentiment, desire, or 

19 any passion. whatever 11 
• 

The identification of rational and moral behaviours can 
\.. • .I. , \.A.-'.vJ)l,~>~L 

be accepted if being.consistent~and being 'oblig~tory are not. 

different; and Kant, of course, does not ex~~~citly say this ., . 

to be the case. His categorical imperative is a negative 

test. Ac~ions whose maxims d~ not be universalised, i:.e., . 
whose maxims do not accord with.the oategori~al imperative 

are such which we ought not t0 perform, are such \'lhich are 

impermissible. 1his is also clear from the application of 

the categorical imperative to maxims. Kant has given four 

examples 0f this application. Let us consider Kant's 

second example which is 1 intended as. an example of a logical 

contradiction being involved in turning one • s maxim int·q a 

universal :law• 20 • A man needs money and he can have it only 

by promising to pay it back, though he knows that he.wcUld 

not be able to repay· it. 'lhen his maxim is J when I am.: in 

need· of mone~, I will borrow ~t and promist.. to repay it, 
0 

though I know that I shall not be able to do so. If this 

maxim·is elevated into a uniyersal law, such promises and the 
c 

purpose which they serve would become impossible. 

maxim is not moral. • 

o;)o tl)e 
! 

I 
I 
I 

Kant appears to have thought that the proposition which 

results from the universalisation of the maxim is itself 
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self-contradictory. But Copleston writely observes that it 

is difficult to see how the proposition that •anyone· who is 

in need and can obtain relief only J~y making a premise 

which he can not fulfil may make such· a pranise• is self 

,..contradictory in purely logical sense. ·But the important 

thing which is evident fran this and the other three 

examples of Kant is that in every case what the test shows 

is that this :or that maxim or action is not moral, but it. 
~ 

never identifies any maxim or action to be moral. 

Kant does not want to say that 11 all actions which do 

accord with the categorical imperative are ones wh'ich we 

ought to perform 1121 • But Kant wants to say that "there are 

positive as well as negative duties1122 • · But how can we 

identify a positive duty with the help of the categoriqal 

imperative, which is a negative test ? '!his can be done on 
I 

the assumption that a positive duty of the form •you ought 
. . . 

to do x• can be restated, Richard Norman holds, as • Fa;llure 

to do X is impermissible•~3 • 

But why should we allow· this assumption ? If 

1 impermissi9le 1 and 'obligatory• are contradictory terms, we 
r .. 

can affirm one by eliminatln<~f the oth13r. To tt1ink them 
' 

contradictory is to make a bold and unwarranted step, and 
Kant makes such a step. Kant claims, Wamock h0lds s 'that 

his test of universal acceptability withoUt conflict 
I 
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suffices to rule out certain principles as upacceptable, 
I 

but also that it definitely identifies certain principles 

--the principle of morality --as demanding acceptance 124 • 

To claim this is to make the obviously false claim that a 
. . 

proposition is true simply because there would be no 

contradiction or incon~istency in asserting it •... 'lhis 

suggests that Kant 1 s categorical imperative is not a 

synthetic a priori judgment in the sense of stating a 

condition. Of what is c:bligatory or moral.. In this sen.se, 

it does not make moral ju1gment~ posaible. It expresses 

simply a condition or test . of what is impermi"ssible and · 

does not determine what should be done. Korner25 holds: 

that Kant 1 s'principle of morality is highly relevant to the 
. . 

way in which the morality of actions is judged; but to say 

this is not to say t: hat his principle is a necessary and 

sufficient test of morality of act!on. 

But even if, for the sake of argument, we accept K9flt 1 s 

supreme principle of moralitY,, i •. e.'· the cp.tegorical 

imperative to be a condition of moral judgments, it ~)lUSt be 

different from a synthetic a priori theoretical judgment, 
:.··-

• 'II 

which has .a neces.sary reference to space and time, discussed 

by Kant in t-.11e 1 first 1 cri tiqw.e •. 

' 

~ 

.. 
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CHAP 'l'ER IV 
' 

Synthetic a Priori 
1
and the Third 'Crit~que• 

Kant's third •critique', the g,gtis~~udg'E.~t is not a 

mere appendage. lt pt.:;:' .. ctorms 1 so Kant believ~s 1 e.ne 

important func tlqn of linJcing the other two 1 critiques 1 and 

it : _)nstitutes a part of the critical philosophy underta.l . .;n 

in the first and the :3econd • c,ri t.Lgues 1
• '

1 ~·urther 1 if the 
,, 

power or faculty o£ judgment 1·s rel ated 11 
1 writes F. Copleston, 

11 in rt::gard to i~s a p.do:d. pr~uciplt:!S, to feeling in a 

manner anal·-X,JOUS t::J the ways ~n <,..rhich understanding is 

related to cc._·nition a.nd reason (in its practical employment) 

to desire, we can see that the ,Sri tigu~-~_2'UdSll]ent forms a 
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necessary part of the critical philosophy, and not simply 

an appendage which might or might'not be there 111 • Kant 

admit's of three pa.r:,-t;icular cognitive faculties, viz, under-
~ 

standing, judgment and reason; and he believes that each of 
.• I 

them is connected with a different mental pOWer or fa~ulty. 

'l'he first 'critique' shows that there are a p.X::iC?ri principles 

of the understandin<;;~, which makes knowledge of :=>bjects 

possible. In the second 'critique' Kant holds that reason, 

too, has an a priori principle which legislates for desire. 

.In the same way, in the third 'critique• Kant asserts tLat .. 

l:he faculty of judgment gives a priori rules.to feeling. As 

a pa~t of the critical philosophy the third •critique• is 

concerned wi tp the general critical question .1 How syn·~uetic 

a priori judgments .are poskible ·? 
• 

But this time. the question. 

is r·aised not with reference· co the world of freedcnJ but with 

reference to .. the dc:main of reflective judgment, i .. e., the 

purposive and the beautifu~ products qf nature .ilnd art. 

11 '.L'he objects of the teleological and the aesthetic judgment, 

the purposive and the· i.:>eautiful products of natu.ce and art, 

constitute the desir£~d immediate field· between nature and 

:En·.,:!dom : and here aqain the .critical question comes up, how, 

j_n relation to these, synthet.t'c judgments a priori 

possi:Ole ? 112 I ' 

·1huugh. the same cr ltical question is raised in the 

third 'criLlque • .JlS~), the rne.aninCJ o:t the expression, 

,1· 
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• synthetic a priori 1 changes with the change of domain •. , In 

the Critis.ue of Pu£:~~~ the synthetic a priori judgments 
0 

are such that. they make knowledge of objects, possible. 'l'hey 

sta~~ conditions Of the possibility Of exper~ence itself. 

·'l'hese judgments are constitutive. In the second •critique• 

the synthetic a priori judgments do not stand for conditions 

of the possibilitv of experience nor do they mean qonditions 

Of the determination of what should be done. 'Ihey cane to 

stand for those judgments which state the conditions o.r: the .. 

determination of what we should not do. 'lhese synthetic a 

p.z:iori judgments are regulative. In the third critique the 

expression •synthetic a priori• assumes a third sense,· i.e., 

a sense which is not e~acJly similar: to the sens.e eit,her of. 
' . I I . " 

the first ~critique' or of 'the second •critique•. 

Though·the synthetic a priori judgments of the first 

two •critiques• have each a different· connotation, in one 
I 

important sense they belong to the sam~ category. 'Ihese 

judg~ents are, according to Kant•s division of the term 

'I 
• judgment •, determinant. 1 The faculty of judgment __ in 

in'genera1• 3 , Kant ·holds 'is the power of thinking the 
... 

particular as being containe<l.! in ·the universal'. 'lhe 

subsumption of
1
the particulaf _under the:universal may 

assume two _forms, and accordingly we.haye two kinds o~ 

judgment, 'viz~ determinant ar;1d reflective ·judgments. In 

judgment of ·che first kind we subsume the particular under 
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a determinate conc•3pt or rule supplied by the understanding 

or the pure reason. .l.3ut the reflect! ve judgment is 

independent of any determinate concept or law. Here the law 

or ~oncept is not given, it is to be discovered. • If the 

universal (t1le rule, the principle, the la\v) is given, then 

the ~aculty of juagment which subsumes the particular under 

it is determinant, this being true also when the faculty as 

a transcendental faculty of judgment gives a priori the 

conditions under which alone the particular can be subsumed 

under the universal~. But if only the particular is given, 

for which the faculty of judgment is to find the univ~~sal, 

then judgment is merely retlective• 4 • 'l'hus the reflective 

judgment is not simply a case of subsumption. It has to find 

the universal, as Kant puts. it, under which the partl(.;ulars 

can be subsmned. 'rhus thbugh the urU versal law of causation 

is given a priori by the Ul!',k!.r·standing, the special empirical 

laws under which the particulars are t.o be subsumed are not 

so given, for they are not deducible from the universal law 

of causation; nor are they given a posteriori, as objects of 

experience. 'lhey a.t . ..: to .be discovered. A.s the factor of 

being dependent or. being independent of any_ determinate 

cn:1cept or law plays a role 'in the characterisation of the 

logical status of a. judyment and as the third •critique 1 is 

concerned with the reflective jud.gznen ts, it is not unlikely . 

that the logical character OJ.· the synthet'ic a priori judgments 

of the third 1 cri·tique 1 will be different from that of the 

first or the second 1 critique 1 • 
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Reflective judgment which ascends frQn the particu.lar 

in nature to the u~~versal needs a principle of its own. 

" ·rhis principle is not supplied by the unders.tanding. Under-

standing supplies the most general a priori principles to. 

which any Object of experience must conform. ·From these 

principles we can not deduce the speC:ial empiri.·:::al laws of 

nature. For the •.liscove~y of these spe~ial empirical laws, 

or for the subsumption of one empirical law under a more 

general one, i.e., for constructing a system of inter 

related laws reflect:ive judgment depends, Kant holds, on 

t~e principle that •nature its.elf ~s systematic • 1 that an 

unlimited diversity of empirical laws does not belong to 

I ' nature, that, instead 1 nature is fitted for expc.cience as 

an empirical system•. 

lt is a principle which is implicit in all scientific 

enquiries. But since it is rH..lt a priLlCil,Jle o:t the under-

standing, its validity is essentially different from the 

categories and the principles of the understanding. 

'
1
••• the faculty of judgment demands this systematj .r:.! 

unity of nature on m,;~rely subjective grounds. It expects . . . 
I • 

that nature will meet its demands. The faculty o£ judgment 

presuppo::tes that it v...-ill succ\...~ d in connecting the particular, 

laws of nature with €:~ach other so as to be able to arrange 
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them in a system: It fbllows that the faculty of judgm~nt 
•,6· 

I 

is not entitled to assume the objective existence of such 

1 aws or of such a system.· It can do no more than apply its 

principle as a. principle of enquiry into nature. Since there 

are n.o 1 aws given to judgment, all that judgment can do is 

to look for s~ch laws in experience. When i~ finds them 

t;here, it must seem as if nature had adapted litself to the 

faculty of judgment and its subjective principles. 'rhus the 

principle of judgment is of an entirely different kind from 

the objective principles of the understanding which are 

necessary conditions of experience as such. It is a 

subjectively necessary principle, a necessary maxim of 

scientific enquiry 115 • 

. This principle of reflection i·s different from the 

principle that 1 every event inust have a cause 1 • It is not ;1. 
I . .. 

syn·the')::ic a priori judgment in the. sense in whic1'1 the 

principle of universal causationis.Let us see how far'we can 

characterise. it as 1 syntbetic a priori'~ 

'Ehe judgment that • nature itself is systematic 1 is a 

synthetic judgment. Jt is synthetic in the sense that the 

negat·ion of it does not invol-.te us in any se~f-contradiction. 

It claims also ~o be a priori.. It may claim to be a priori 

in the sense of not beiu(j empirical. ·rhough it is in a L·eal 

sense empirically' ve.x:·ifit:.id, it i~ 'not in it.self the .result 

of observation. This principl~: is, rather, the 
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presupposition of all empirical investigation of objects 

of nature. But it is not a priori in exactly the sense in 

which the judgment ·•every event must have a cause• is. 

'rhis 'universal lav.1 .Jf causation is objectively valid; it is a 
.. 

constitutive principle, it is a priori in the sense that it 

is the very condition for there being any object at all. 

'fue principle of reflective judgment, •nature· itself 

is systematic' is, on the other hand,· subjective. To make 

this point clear 1-~-.:.nt calls it a ''technic of nature". It 

does not furnish "knowledge of objects and their nature.". 

It does not attribute anytl.·lng at all to the object, but 

only concerns our mode of reflection on it. Kant holds that 

this'principle 11 only represents the unique mode in whi\-h we 

must proceed in our reflecfion upon ~he objects of nature 

••• and so is a subjective principle, ·i.e., a"maxim of 

judgment 11 .. 'fuis principle is not a constitutive principle, 

without which any experience would be impossible, but a 
. . . 

regulative principle, which motivates the search for a system 

among the concepts of experience. The supreme principle of 

morality, the Categorical Imperative, which has been 

recognised by Kaht as a synthetic a priori judgment in the 

SeCOnd I Critiqu
1

e 1 
1 iS also regulative. 

• 
But there is an 

important distinction between' these two regulative principles~ 

The categorical imperative has~ Kant asserts, objective 

validity. It does not express subjective feeling of approval 
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or dis approval. Its validity can be-demonstrated. But the 

principle of reflective judgment, 'Nature itself is 

systematic •, being independent of all c~ncepts can not be 

demonstrated to be valid.· It is subjectively valid, it 

concerns only our mode of reflection. 

But thou~h thi::; principle is not consti·-'-ltive in the 

sense of being a condition of the possibility of experience, 

it is the condition of the possibility of a sys·tem of such 

experiences. 'Ihe possibility of undertaking an investigation 

for bringing the distinct experiences or the individual 

empirical laws into a unified whole or system presupposes 

that nature itself is systematic. In this sense it is .} 

priori. According to Kant,' H.W.Cassirer writes, 11 Experience 

depends upon two a priori presuppositions : (a) that nature 

is detr:rmined by universal laws and (b) that the empir :. ::::al 

'LaviS ::>f nature are in·telligible to tHe human mind 116
• 

We have objective grounu~ to accept the first presuppo

sition and this is shown by Kant when h·e establishes the 

~~ -•~e-~::'-2t:l..• 'l'he se·~ond pre~upposition is a 11 subjectively. 

necessary transcendental presupposition 11 becaus;...:' it is 

accepted not on the basi:~ of •objective reasons but simply on 

tl· · cJround tha·t experience would J::>e impossible without i.'~. 

.. 
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presupposition that this unlimited diversity of empirical 

laws and heterogeneity of natural forms, of which otherwise 

we might be afraid, actually does not occur in nature. We 

must presuppose, on the contrary, that nature, through :.he 

affinity of partict:Lar la\•JS, r;.rovides itself with the .. 
qualities necessary for it to become experience as an 

empir.i:cal system 117 • 

Thus the principle of reflective judgment is synthetic 

a priori in the sense of being a condition not of the 

constitution of objects themselves, but of the systematic 

study of these objects, already cons·tituted by the principles .. 

of the understanding~ . 'lhi.:i sense of 1 synthetic a priori • is 

definitely not exactly similar to the sense in which this 

express ion has been used in the first or in the second · 

• critique 1 • ·lhe synthetic 1 a priori jttdgment that • natur~ 

itself' is systematic' states .neither a conditioon of the 

possibility of experi.ence nor does it state a condition of 

the determination of what should be avoided. It attributes a 

new sense to the expression • synthetic a priori •, .but this 

sense is not complete\ y new. 'lll.e synthetic a priori 

judgmBnts of all the three •c~~tiques• are ulike in respect 

of lJeing oL- sta~ing a • condi tj.on • of something, but they 

dii.L1:!r ·in being conditions of • different things 1• In the 
. . 

first 1 critique 1 it states a condition of ~the possibility 

of experience 1 , in the second '. ~:ritique 1 of 1 the determination 

of what shau:ld not be done 1 , and in the third • critique 1 of 
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'the establi'.shment of the relations among the experi~nces'. 

,, L- III J 

H.W.Cassirer holds that in the 2£l~~-~-~~ent 

'Kant goes on to distinguish two kinds of reflective 

judgment, viz, aest.hetic judgments of reflection and 

~eleological judgments of reflection'. ·rhe~\.: two kinds of 

refleqtive judgments, Cassirer asserts~ 'are only subjectively 

valid in so far as they can not determine their objects as 

such but only in relation to the human mind• 8 . 

Like the occt.:_:-ence of the pair of terms • synthetic 

analytic' or 'a priori-aposteriori • the occurence of another 

pair of terms •subjective-objective• is very much frequent 

in Kant's philosophy. It is possible to give more than one 

interpretations to any term of the:~e pairs. 'lhe terms 

'subjective• and •objective•, for example, admit of at lea.s',, . I • 
three .different interpretations; und what is s;ubjective .1:1 

one interpretation may be called •objective' judged by a 

different in-terpretation. 1 A judgment is ~ubjective if no 

unj.versality or necessity coo be attributed to ·it, if for 
" 

its validity it depends entir~ly on the state of mind of an 
I 

individual subject. 
• 

A judgment is objective if 'some such 

universality or validity can be attached to it • 9 • Judged 

by· this criterion a reflective judgment 11 'fuis picture is· 
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beautiful 11 is objective or it has •:'.")jective validity. oUt 

• 
it is subjective in ~e sense that it refars to the knO\iing 

subject and not to natural objects; or in the sense that it 

is independent of all determinate concepts. Kant calls an 

·aesthetic judgment subjective in' both these t\.YO sense::: .. 

In what. follO\.YS we shall take up a par::icular form of. 

reflective judgmel:li: and see whether we can sustain the 

conclusion that in the third 'critique' a judgment is 

•synthetic a priori• in yet a different sense. We shall 

confine our discussion to aesthetic judgments only. This is 

because of two reasons. First, here we have a limited 

purpose of showing that in the third lcritiqua• a different 

sense, which is not present either in the first or in the 

second •critique•, is attached to the expression •synthetic 

a priori•, and for this limited purpose inclusion of the 

second form of reflective judgment ~ithin the purview of our 
! . 

discussion is not indispen~able. · Seccnd, of "the two forms 

.. 

of reflective judgment, aesthetic jud~nents nare more closely 

connected with the faculty of judgement than teleological 

judgments"10 in so far as they do not make us~ of any concepts 

and thus obviously can not derive their principles fran any 

other faculty of the mind than judgment. 
I 
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There is a clear distinction between two modes of 

speaking and we use both these forms. We s.ay, on the one 

hand, that 'this stone seems to me to be heavy• or that 'I 

believe this stone to be heavy• and, an the other, that 

'this stone is heavy•, we say that. 'impartiality is desirable' 

and tl;lat • being impartial is a duty• • It is the claim of 

•universality• (Qr a • referance to others • on wh:Lch the above 

distinctions are dependent. 

same is the case with judgments of aesthetic taste. 

Some merely s·tate private likes and d.:Lslikes, and others in 

addition to this, .~~ claim to universal validity. · SOme times 

we say 'I like this.statue• i.e., the statue seems to be 

beautiful to. me. . " Again, we_say that 'the statue is beautiful'. 

'!he latter claims that any body who judges the statue 

diffe~ently is, in sane sense, wrong. It is this latter form 

of aesthetic .Judgments, called by Kant judgments of taste, 
' ' . i 

'which will be discussed below with the aim of finding out the . . 
sense in which a judgment of taste is synthetic a priori. 

h. .. . . 
Kant anci..lyses an aesthetfo judgment or a judgment of 

' . 
taste from four·, different standpoints, or, as he calls them, 

•moments •, which he cl.aims to correspond to four different 

logical forms of judt;}ment - ~ality, quantity, relation and 

modality. Each moment constitutes a partial definition of 

• beautiful'. 
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In the opinion of F.Copleston, however, these four 

moments have been •rather oddly perhaps• correlated with the 

fo.1r logical fo.dns of judgment. 11 I say • rather oddly 
..... \ 

perhaps •, because the judgment of taste is not itself a 

logical judgment, ·even though, according to Kant, it involves 

a reference or relation to the understanding"11 • 

(1) From the .st;andpoint of quality beautiful is that 
Q 

which is the object of an •entirely disinterested• 12 

satis~action or dissatisfaction. An aesthetic judgment or a 

judgment of taste implies that the object which is.called 

beautiful causes satisfaction without. depending· an any desire 

or appetite of tht:. subject who judges. ·In this respect a 

judgment of taste is different from a judgment about the 

pleasant or the good. Botl"~ in case of the pleasant and the 

good we have feelings of pleasure. But we call something 

to be pleasant, for example, becau~e we are interested in its 

existence, because we like to have it. 

it is to be noted here· that by using the.expression 

• entirely disinterested' Kant does not .want to mean that an 

aesthetic judgment can not o~ that it o.lght not to be accom

panied by any interest. What he really wants to mean is that 

an interest is 1never .the det6rminin'iJ ground of a judgment of 

taste. 11 In society men certainly have an interest in 

communicating the pleasure which they feel in aesthetic 

.. 
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experience.. And Kant calls this an empirical interest in the 

beautiful. But interest, though it may accompany or be 

combined with the judgment of taste, is not its determining 

ground. Considered in itself, the j':ldgment is disinterested1113 • 

,I 

(2) From the standpoint of relation beauty is the form 

of· the purposiveness of an object, without any representation 

of a purpose. In a pure judgment of taste, says Kant, there 

is ~ awareness of finality, \'lithout the concept of an end which 

is achieved itt the clbject, called beautiful.. In making the 

aesthetic judgment.'the flower is beautiful•, we do not 

conceive of any purpose which is achieved in the flower. 

On the other hand, if in judging a particular building as 

beautiful, we represent to ourselves a purpose which is 

achieved and perfectly embodied in the building, we miss 

a pure judgment of taste. 11 'Ihere can, of course, be a ccncept . .. 
of purpose, which accompanies the experience of beauty. But 

Kant will not allow ·that a judgment of taste is 1 Pu.re• if it 
. . 

presupposes a concept of a purpose. He distinguishes 

between what he calls 'free• and 'adherent• beauty. If we 
I . 

judge that a flower is beau-t::iful, ·\te have, most probably,· 

no concept of a purpose which~.is aohievE':Id in the fl·c:Nar. The 

beauty of the l.atter is then said to be free; and our judgment 
I • 

of taste is said to .be pure 11 •
14 

(3) According to·quantity, beautiful is 'that which 

pleases universally, without a cancept• 15 • 
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pleases without any reference to int~rests or private 

inclinations. If my j"~~.dgment that 'the statue is beautiful' 

is entirely disinterested, i.e., independent of my private. 

inclinations and idyosyncrasies, then I will have reason to 

believe that the beautiful object 'will produce a similar 

feeling ofipleasure in all others who face it, and hence others 
0 

will judge it to be beautiful, too. A judgment of taste is 
; 

universal. In respeot to this feature of universality a 

judgment of taste is different from a judgment concerning 

the plea~ant. When I say that 'hot-b~th is pleasant•, I 

recognise the poss~bility that others rna~ find it unpleasant. 

I take the latter judgment that 'hot-bath is unpleasant• to 

be quite consistent with my judgment that 'hot-bath is · 

pleasant •. This is because I am conscious that m.y judgment 

co~ce~ning the pleasant is dependen~ on my peculiar 

inclinations, and inclinatic:ns may vary. · 'lhus a ju<i9ment 

about the pleasant does not' demarid universal agreement. 

But the case is quite different with the beautiful. An 
1<. . 
. ' 

aesthetic judgment involves a .:elaim to universal validity. 
. . 

It is true thatia judgment about the beautiful involves a 

subjective element like the judgment about the pleasant. I 

do not judge a statue, for example, to be beautiful unless 

I myself enjoy a feeling of satisfaction at the representation 
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of the object. This may be idiomatically expressed as 

• tasting the taste with one • s own tongue •. But this is not 

all. An aesthetic judgment of tas·te is based on my own 

feeling of pleasure, this feeling is not caused by aHything 

peculiar to me, but by something com~an to all, i.e., the 

harmonious relation between the cognitive faculties of · 

imagination and ~derstanding. It is because of this that 

when I assert that 'the statue is beautiful', I do not take 

it to be valid simply for myself but for all others. An 

aesthetic judgment. c:laims universal acceptance, and this 
c 

feature distinguishes it frcm an ordinary judgment of taste 

which· does not involve any such a claim. 

This claim of universal validity is, to some extent, 

peculiar, since the validity of it can not be demonstrated 

to others. r.,ogical proof or demonstration requires the use 

of determinate concepts, :OO.t ~1 aesthetic judgment being a .. 
variety of reflective judgment is independent of all concepts. 

In making an aesthetic judgment we refer "only to the feelings 

in eve1.·y subject. wa can not, t;herefore, make good OU.':"" claim 

to the universal validity of thCJ judgment by any process of· 

logical argurnen.t. We can o~ly persl'l.ade others to look again, 

and to look wi~h more attent~on, at the object, confident 

that in the 'end their feelings will speak for themselves and 

that they will concur with our judgment. ·When we make the 

judgment, we believe that we speak, as it were, with a 
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universal voice, and we claim the assent of others; but they 

will give this assent only on the basis of their own 

feelings, not in virtue of any concepts which we adduce"16• 

(4) Frcxn the standpoint of modality •:peautiful is that 

which without any concept is recognized as the object of a 
17 necessary satisfaction' • 

. 
In judging something to be beautiful we • assume 

agreement• on the part of eve~ybody who perceives it. This 
0 

necessity which an aesthetic judgment involves is different 

both from the theoretical objective necessity and from the 

practical necessity~ When I say that 'the statue is beautiful', 

I do not claim to know a priori that .everybody .. ..,ill agree 

with me. My know~.edge that others in fact agree with me 

depends an empirical investigation. If my aesthetic judgment 

were theoretically necessa~y, I should have that ~1owledge of 
<!> 

agreement without waiting for any further info~ation •. ~ain, 

th.is.necessity is different frcm practical necessity. 

Practical necessity originates from the concept of an 

objective law which determines ho~ we ought t9 ac:t. To 

distinguish aesthetic necessity from the other two forms of 
... 

it, mention~d above, Kant calis it • exemplary• 1 ·• that is, 
i necessity of the assent of.a!l to a judgment which is regarded 

18 as an example of a universal rule which one can not state' • 

An aesthetic judgment·, say, 'the statue is beaut-iful' claims 
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that everybody ought to describe·it as beau~iful. The 

necessary connection between the representation of the 

statue and ~he feeling of pleasure presupposes a unive~sal 

principle. · This can not be a· logical principle, for an 

aesthetic judgment i;3 a form of reflective judgment which is 

independent of any determinate concept. 

Here two points may be noted. First, the four moments 

of aesthetic judgment or the four partial definitions of 

beauty do not have the same function in the making of 

aesthetic judgments. The moments of universality and 

necessity sta~e the'goal at which the-particular aesthetic 

responses, i.e.,. th~ feelings of pleasure, aim at - the goal 

of inter-subjective validity or agreement. 'Dlis inter 

-subjective validity is different fra~ objective validity. 

Kant, of course, has not made any distinction between inter-

subjective and obj~ctive validity in the'first and the second 

'critiques •. 
.. 

The other two rnome11ts, i.e., the moments of disinterested-

ness and finality of form, oo the other hand, state the 

conditions to be fulfilled by, an aesthetic response for· 
0 

becoming intersubjectively ·valid. 

. ' 

'!he second point is that tho.1gh Kant is clear enough in 

explaining that a particular aesthetic judgment has both an 

empirical and a priori elements, he does not sta·te whether the 
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four partial definitiona of beauty are synthetic or 'analytic. 

According to Pau~ Guyer, Kant argues that 1 aesthetic 

judgment is a variety of synthetic a priori judgment, so that 

the proglem of a deduction of aesthetic judgment may, 

therefore, be considered 11part of the general P.roblem C";f 

transcendental philosophy a H.ow synthetic a priori judgments 

. possible ?
111901 Fran the expression 1 a variety of' it may be 

guessed that Kant did not use the expressicnl•synthetic a 

priori' with reference to aesthetic judgments in exactly the 

same sense in which be used it in th~ other 1 Cr.Ltiques•. 

The second point that may be guessed is that an 

aesthetic judgment makes an a priori claim, for what r~quires~ 

a deduction in a synthetic· judgment is just whatever a priori 

claim it contains. A judgment that contains an a priori 

claim is an a priori judgment. An a priori claim is made by 

an aesthetic judgment in ~he sense that it attributes 

universal and necessary val.idity to particular feelings of 

pleasure. • 

It is, however, clear.that an aesthetic judgment can 

not be synthetic a priori in the sense in which we have such 
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judgments in the first o.r in the second •critique•. In 'the 

first •critique' the judgment •every event' must have a 

cause • is an example of synthe;tic a priori judgment.· 'nlis 

judgment s~ates the condition of the possibility of o~jects 

of experience. l:n "the seconca. critique the Categorical 

Imperative, ·which is recognised by Kant as sy~thetic.a priori, 

states ·the couditiou of the determination of what should not 

be done. In both the c'ases, a synthetic a priori judgment 
. ~ ' 

states an objective condition or criterion of something. An 

aesthetic judgment, according to Kaqt, is neither a theoretical 

cognitive judgment n.or a practical cognitive judgment, ~ut a 

reflec·tive one. L:l:ke a judgment concerning the pleasant, it 
.. 

is a subjective judgment concerning the pleasant, it is a 
I 

subjec;:tive judgment ln the sense that it does not state 

anything in the object but our private feelin~s that we take 

in the object. Hence, an aesthetic judgment is. unable to 

state any objective condition or criteri·on of anything. If it 

is synthetic a priori, it must be so·in a different sense. 

"· • ,I 

~.· 

ln our at·tempt 1~0 find 6ut the meaning of tJ:le expression . . . 
• synthetic a priori 1 with reference to aesthetic judgments 

let us proceed in a clifferent way. In.s.tead of ~king the 
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meaning of the single express·icn .. • synthetie a priori • let us 

ask whether an aesthetic judgment.is 'synthetic• and.whether 

it is • a "pr~ori •. 'Dlat an aesthetic judgment is synth_etic 

is not difl:icu.l t to understand. A synthetic judgment. as 

it is explair1ed by Kant in the first •critique•. is that in 

which the predicate goes beyond the subject, or, we may say, 

in which the predicate can be denied Of the subject wit }:lout 
~· 

any contradiction. An aesthetic judgment is synthetic, for 

it is self-evident that its predicate, i.e., the pleasure 

connected with the representation.of the object, is not 

impLicit in the concept of the cibject. When we assert that 

we take pleasdre in the object, we do so 'irrespective of 

any concept •. 'Dle 'predicate also goes .beyond the intuition 

of the object judged,. Intuition enables us to know sensible 

qualities of object. But a judgment of taste joins u 

predicate to our intuition of the object sanething that has 

nothing whatever to do with the object. ••It is easy ~o see. 

that judgments of taste are synthetic judgments, for they 

go beyond the concept and even the intuition of the object 

in order to add as predicate to that intuition something 

that has no reference to kno~ledge, namely. the feeling· of 
"· 

pleasure pain .. 2o. ..·. or 

I . 
The expression •a priori• means prior to experience. 

In the first. critiquet Kant holds that a· ju<7tgment ·is a priori 

if it is logically independent of sens·e-experier·1ce. To 

.. 
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assert an a priori judgment we are not required to wait "·for 

further experience. But this is all about the manner in 

which an a priori judgment is made. An a priori judgment has. 

also an a priori content as it·s part. In the first critique, 

apart from 'giving a definition of •a priori' Kant mentions 

universality and necessity as marks of a priority. 

An aesthetic judgment may be said a priori because of 

the manner in whlch it is made. It is never made oo the 
•]\ 

basis of any inductioo from other persons• expression of 

approval. It must be 11prcnounced a priori 1121 • A judgment 

to qualify as a judgment of taste. must be made on the basis 

of one • s own feeling of pleasure. Tl'ru.s the manner in which 

it is made iso in some sense a priori. Kant holds that taste 
22 

makes a claim to "autonomy" and if the judgments of others 

are made the determining ground of cne• s own judgment of 

tastes, taste will cease to make that claim. 

Does a judgmt·.nt of taste have an a .priori ccntent, too ? 

In his analysis of the 'beautiful' from four different 

standpoints or •moments • K<¥1t has held that a judgment of 

taste is universal and necessary. It is with reference to 
"
·~· 

this. feature of univ·ersality and necessity that Kant makes 

an important distinction bett./een a j11dgment about the 

pleas~t an.d an aesthetic judgmen-t::. .But though ·according 

to Kant, a logical judgment and an aesthetic judgment are 

.. 
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different fran a judgment concerning the pleasant, an 

aesthetic judgment can not be unl. versa! and ~ecessary in the 

sense in which a logical judgment or a synthetic a priori 

judgment of· the first or the second • critique • can be.· 

In the first critique Kant identifies universality or 

necessity with objec.tive validity. But in the third critlque 

Kant shifts away•fran this identity. An aesthetic judgment 

has got only subjective validity. So the sense of its 

universality and necessity must be different. Objective 

necessity is the necessity that aqy determinate concept be 

predi~ated of a particular object. An aesthetic judgment 

refe1.·s to theosubjec:t and his ·feelings. Wher:.. we say that 

• the table is beaut·iful 1
, we are not coocerned with an 

object 'table' and we do not ascribe a property to that 

object. We are, rather, coocerned with the pleasure or pain 

which we feel when ~~ represent the object to ourselves. But 

in the logical judgment, 1 the table is round• we ascribe a 

property to an object, 'table'. An aesthetic judgment, .not 

being at all concerned with' an object, can not claim objective 

validity. Its universality end necessity must be different 
•.. 

fran that of a logical judgment, for "it does not join ·the 

predicate of be~uty to the.c~cept of• an object taken in its 

entire 'logical sphere". • Its. universality and. necessity rather 

consists in the fact that it extends th~s predicate over the 

whole sphere of judging subjects• 23 • This universality is 
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subjective. An aesthetic judgment is not universal in ·the 

sense that it claims that others actually feel the same 

pleasure which I myself feel. If it claimed that it would 

have been an empirical propositian, since'what others 
' 

actually feel can be determin~d only thrQ!~h an empirical 

investigation. It rather claims that others ought to. feel 

the same pleasure or ought t'o agree with me. •ought' remains 

unaffected even if no body actually agrees with me, .and this 

ought can be determined only .with rt=;>ference to an a priori 

principle. Tlus an aesthetic judgm~t is synthetic in the 

sense of going beyond the concept of an object, and it is a 

priori in the sense that it claims universal validity of 

pleasure, that it demands the agreement of all. 'Ibis :i,s, 

definitely a new s.ense of •synthetic a priori• • 

• 
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CHAPTER V 

Q.J.ine, Logical Positivists and Kant•s Thesis 

·The question ·'Does synt~etic a priori propositions 

exist ?' may be restated as J Are all a priori propositions 

analytic ? Both Kant and the logical positivists recognise 

a relation between the concept of 'analyticity• and that of 

• a priority•. Again, they admit another relation, a relation . 

between necessity. and analyti7ity. Inspite of their 

recognition of these relati~ns, we find Kant asserting a 

thesis which is opposed by the posi·tivists. We may naturally'" 

ask about the relations bet~een I 

(i) necessity and analyticity1 and 

(ii) a priority and analyticity, 



Three possible answers are J 

(ti) The first and the second conjuncts in each ca.se, i. e. , 

(i) and (ii) are co .. extens.i.ve.· 

(b) '!be second conjunct impl·ies the first· in each case. 

{c) The 'first conjunct imp~ies the second in each case. 

Among these possible answers Kant accepts only· (b), a 

logical positivist all the three and Quine none, for Quine 

does not think that there are analytic propositioas. As 

Kant accepts (b), he is entitled to admit synthetic a priori 

propositions and he, in fact, asserts that there are such 

propositions. 8¥ accepting (a) and (c) a positivist loses 
. 

his right to recO•Jnise synth~tic:: a priori propositions and 
0 

in fact he denies that there are such propo~itions. For 
i 

Quina the question whether some synthetic propositions are 

a priori does not arise, since for him there is n? absolute 

analytic or synthetic proposition at. all. He.r:~ lies an 

important differ"-'ace between a positivi-st and gJ.ine. The 

positivists have an absolute conception of analytic or 

synthetic propositions. ~udging by that conception they 

identify or reject some judgments to be synthetic. !hey 

reject, e.g., 1the propositi6n '7 + 5 • 12 • to be synthetic, 

but by applying their own standard they characterise it as 

&n Ill yt .10. 

• 



A.J.Ayer writes, "a proposition is analytic when its 

validity depends soley on the definitions of the symbols it 

contains, and synthetic when its validity is determined by 

the facts of experience. Thus, the proposition, tThere are 

ants which have established a system of slavery' is a 

synthetic proposition. For we can not tell whether it is 
' 

tru~ or false merely by considering the definitions of the 

symbols whiah constitute it.· we have to resort to actual 

observation of the behaviour of ants. On the other hand, 

the proposition 'Either some ants are parasistic or none 

are• is an analytic proposition. For one need ndt resort 

to observation to discover that there either are or are not 
. 1 

ants which are parasistic •• • 

Quine, on the other hand, refuses to call the judgment •'" 

• 7 + 5 = 12 1 synthetic or analytic, for he does not recognise 

~Y. 'analytic-synthetic 1 distinct .ion among propositions. 

This theory of Quine, of course, may be interpreted as an 

opposition to Kant's thesis that some proposit~ons are 

synthetic a priori. 

. Let us take up logical positivism first. Logical 

positivism is q. brand of the Philosophy of Analysis. It 



owes its origin to, what is more popularly known as, the 

the Vienna Circle which ·consists of some students and 
...... 

teachers of the University of V1enna2 • The philosophy of 

the Vienna Circle, logical positivism, is also characterised 

as logical empiricism, and the fapt that it is a combination 

of 'the empiricism of the nineteenth century and the logical' 

methods that were developed, since that time.' is quite clear 

from this characterisation. The function of philosophy, 

logical positivism holds, is the lOQical analysis and 

clarification of meaning. It may be noted that the 

positivists• dissatisfaction with Kant's distinction between 
. . 

synthetic and analytic propositions lies on their analysis 

of the notion of •necessity•. 'lhe major motive behind :their 

philosophy of analysis is t'he elimination of metaphysics, the 

checking of the unlimited victory of speculative philosophy. 
' . 

The principle that helped them in this elimination is <::alled 

• the principle of verifica"Fion • .which means that a sentence 

to be meaningful must be emp~ricaily verifiable. 

·The pri.nciple of verification has ·sometimes· been used 

IP 

in the •strong' sense and at some other times in the •weak' 

sense. 'A proposition is said to be verifiable, in the strong 

sense af the t~r.m•, says A.J,Ayer, 'if, and only if, its truth 

could be conclusively established in experience. But it is 

ve:r:ifiable, in the weak sense, if it is possible for experience 

to render it probable'. 
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This principle of verification is believed to owe ··its 

arigin to L. Wittgenstein who holds that •to ~derstan~ a 

proposition means to know what is tl;le case if it is true' 3 ~ 

Meaning is treated to be something not different fran 

truth-value, and the logical positivists refer only to 

extensionar logic in their arguments. The principle of 

verification, the positivists believe, compel 'them to admit 

only two kinds of propositions, viz, analytic and empirical. 

In other words, they had to reject Kant's tnesis of synthetic 

a priori propositions. 

With reference to Kant's thesis 'som7 judgments are 

synthetic a priori' the discussion of positivism is very 

much re~evant, though it is, perhaps, true that there is no 

form of e!Upiricism which does not go against Kant • s thesis 

of • synthet.ic a priori •. Positivism does not present just 

an alternative thesis to that of Kant, it rather goes to 

the extreme pos~tion that synthetic·a priori propositions 

are logically ilupossible. M. Schlick, a leading member of 

this brand of empiricism holds 11 ••• as a matter of principle, 

all propositions are either synthetic a posteriori ~ 

tautologous, synthetic a pripri propositioos seem to it to 

be a logical impos.::iibility"4 _. 'Ihus if logical empiricism 
<II I • 

is true, Kant's thesis loses all possibility of survival. 

.. 
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For the sake of convenience we may s~lit up the thesis 

of logiQal positivism into four sub-thesis, as done by 

B. Blansha.rd, viz, (1) all necessary staten1_ents are reports 

of linguistic usage7 (ii) they represent conventions' 

(iii) they are analytic and (iv) they do not say anYthin~ 

about fact. 

These sub-theses are inter ccnnected and they are, I 

think, so much inter coonected that anyone of them may be 

derived from the rest. 

(i) 'l'o see tnat a necessary proposition is a report 
9 . 

of linguistic usage let us consider the proposition • all 
l 

bachelors are unmarried• which will be reoognis.ed by all as 

necessary, though not as analytic. QJ.ine, for example, is 

not ready to characterise this proposition as analytic. 

Unlike the ratiorialists, the positivists hold that necessary 

propositions do not reveal relations between things, but 

between our own ideas or meanings. In the proposition • all 

bachelors are unmarried• we do not claim, the positivists 
r 

hold, to have any insight of·~:a re:tation between two attri-

.. 

butes, referr~d by the expr~ssians ',bachelor• and •unmarried'. 
I 

What :the proposition really declF.:I.r.es is that ·we are using 

these two expressions with the same reference. This will be 

... : ~-. '' 



clear if we universally quantity this proposition as 

1 (X) (BX)ux) •, which means that if there is anything 1 x• to 

which we apply 'B~ then we should not d~ny the application 

of 'u 1 with reference to that •x•. 

In the same way, the positivists hold, the propositiQQ 

'A material thiag oan not be in two places at once• expresses 

the conditions under which we should be prepared to u.se the 

words- •material thing • anO, not •. a pr~Dfoond and universal 

insight' into what being a ~~terial thing entails. 1 The 

questioo, 11what is the nature of a material thing ? 11 says 

.Professor Ayer, • is, like anyother question of that fo.rm, 

a linguistic question. And the propositions which are set 

forth in e.nswer to it. are linguistic propositions, even 

thou~h they may be ~xpressed in such a way that they may 

.. 

seem to be factual. 'Ihey are propositions about the relation

shi~ of symbols, and not about the properties of things ·which 

the symbols denote •5 • Thus a ne·c'essary proposition states 

about the usage of linguistic .expressions. 

{ii) .'ilia necessary propositions are linguistic 

conventions. A necessary pr~position, as stated above, does 

not express a relation between things, but a relation between 

symbols or linguistic expressions. As symbols have no 
·! 

meaning o.f their own, the relatiOAa between the symbols can 

not be something unalterable or fixed. The relation between, 
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say, 'bachelor•, and •unmarried' will hold good so long·· we 

stick to our determination to use these symbols in the 

fashion we now actually do. 'Ihus if we try to deny th~ 

proposition 'all bpchelors are unmarried' without altering 
• 

our determination or convention regarding the use of these 
I 

expressions, we will be contradicting ourselves. And it is 

to this fact, the positivists hold, that the necessary 

propositions owe their necessity. Conventions .have no 

intrinsic necessi ~Y of their own, they are man-made. 'Ihe 

necessary propositions are conventions and this is true, so 

the positivists believe, even about the principles, of 'logic .. 

and mathematics •. 'The principles of logic and mathematics•, 

Ayer. holds, •are true universally ?imply because we never 

allow them to be anything else • 6 • 

'.rhe theory that: neces~ary pL upositions are linguistic 

conventions admits of two versions, an extreme ·and a 

moderate. According to the extreme version, a necessary 

proposition states just the rules for the transformation of 

one set of symbols into another. 'l'he necessary propositions, 

are verbal propositions and this surely amounts to saying 

that the necessary propositiqns are empirical statements about 

how words are fctually used. 'lllis is definitely a major 

defect of this version of the lin'guistic thesis. It abolishes 

I '- the distinction between the n~r::essary and. ·che empirical 

propositions, a distinction that is asserted by the pqsiti

vists themselves.· Ayer, whe!'l he first expressed his linguistic 



theory of necessary proposition's, was a supporter of this 

extr.eme version. But latte.l! on he modifies his earlier 

97 

version and adopts a moderate one inst·ead. He now holds 

that necessary propositio~s are not themselves linguistic 

rules but are rather consequences of libguistic rules, i.e., 

conventions. • Just as it is a mistake to identify a priori 

propositions with empirical propositions about language•, 

Ayer holds, •so I now think that it is a mistake to say. that 

they are themselves linguistic rules• 7• 
' 

This linguistic thesis 0~ the positivists is an attack 

o~Kant's thesis that some a priori propositions are 

synthetic. But any philosopher who attacks Kant's thesis 

does not necessarily entertain this linguistic thes~s of 

necessary propositions. Lewis, for example, denies the 

existence of syntheti9 a priori propositions but he holds 

that the necessity of an analytic proposition ia not grounded 

in linguisticconventians, for if the truth-vaLue of a 

statement is ~ffectad by the change of linguistic rules, 

the statement is n.ot necessary .but empirical. 

(iii) The nec.eosary propositioos, the positivists hold, 
~ I 

are analytic. By characterising necessary propositioos as 

analytic they t"ant to mean that such propositions ·do not 

state anything new but simply explicate what we already mean. 

Here the expression •nothing new• refers to logical novelty 

and so psychological novelty is b~side the point8 • The .. 
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concluston of a deductive inf.erence is Psychologically new 

to the person who makes the iaference, tor otherwise he would 

not need infer at all. But this does not mean that the 

conclusion is not contained in the premises. But what is 

the test of this lack.of logical novelty, i~e., of 

analyticity ? As the positivists are conscious of the fact 

that all propositions are not of the. subject-predicate form, 

they generally prefer to say that a proposition is analytic 

if its truth fOllows simply fran· the meaning of the terms. 

But a more formal test of analyticity, used by them, is that 

a proposition is analytic if the denial of it results in a 

self-contradiction. This test, it may be noted, has been 

used by Kant also. We can not deny an analytic proposition, 

says Kant, without self-contradiction. 

Being influenced by Wittgenstein, the positivists 

identify analytical propositions with tautologies. A.s 

distinguished frcm a 1 synthetic sentence •, \l'rhich ccmmunicate 

a state of affairs • an analytic sentence, or to put it more 

clearly, a tautology', writes Schlick, 'has c: quite different 

function; it represents only a purely formal transformation 

of equivalent expressions, anq serves, therefore, only as a 

technical device within a proof, a deduction, a cal'culus 1 9 • 

A tautology b.1s been taken by the positivists to mean 

a statement which is composed of sane simpler statements in 

such a way that its truth-value is not affected by the 
.. 



truth-values of those simpler ones. 'Ihe propositioo. • either 

it is raining or it is not raining • is a tautology in this 

sense, and this is an analytical proposition also. But this 

definition of tautology does not adequately apply to all 

analytical propositions recognised by them, e.g., to the 

propos! tion • all bbdies are extended • • But the posi ti vista 

never say that sQ'ne analytical propositions are not tauto-

logies. 'nley rather use the term •tautology• in another sense 

also to make the expressions • analytic • and 1 tautologous • 

co-extensive. In thi~ second sense, a proposition is a 

tautology if it is true under every possible circumstance. 

In other words, the truth-value of a tautology is not 

affected by any possible change in the circumstances. 

The positivists hold that if any proposition is really, 

a pri~ri, it must be analytic or ~autologous •. A· proposition 

is a priori if its truth-value can be determined without any 

appeal to experience. And we are not required tb appeal to 

experience in determining the validity of that ·~reposition 

which does not state any fact of experience. 'l'he propos!-

tiona that do not state any fact of experience, 'i.e., which 

are true under all circwnstances are tautologies. 1hua the 
I> 

positivists ma~ntain that all a priori propositions without 
~ 

exception are tautologies or ana~ytic. 

The positivists argue thut. ''while it is true that we 

have a priori knowledge of necessary propositions, it is 

.. 
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' not true, as Kant supposed', that any of these necessary 

propositions are synthetic. 'They are without exception 

analytic pr~positions, or, in other woL·ds, tautologies 1110 • 

. . 
(iv) Necessary propositions, the poss~~ivists assert, 

are non-factual, they state nothing about the realm of 

existent things and events. No necessary proposition, Ayer 

holds, •provide any information about any matter of fact. 

In other words, they are entirely devoid of factual cont'ent. 

And it is for this reason that n·o' experience can confute 

them •11 • Fran the last statem.ent of Ayer it ; is clear that 

he can not :think of any explanation of the fact that •.the 

necessary propositions are not confuted by experience• other 

than the hypothesis that such propositions are factually 

vacuous. But what can or can not be. that can not be settled 

by what the positivist~ can or can nat, think. WB may, for 

example, say that a given necessary proposition is not 

confuted by experience for the simple reason that it is one 

of the conditions that make experience possible. This, of 

course, does not m~an that the thesis that the necessary 
Q 

propositions are non-factual can not be justified. by other 

means., 

Both Wittgenstein and the positivists are of the 

opinion that no a priori propositions are synthetic, i.e., 
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all a priori propositions are analytic. Let us present 

their argument in a series of four statements, all of 'which 

are shared by them. 

(1) All a priori propositions are necessary. 
·; 

(2) All necessary propositions are factually vacuous, i ·•·, 

lack in factual content. 

(3) No propositions which lack in factual content are 

synthetic • 

., . (4) No a priori propositions are synthetic, which may be 

restated as 'all a priori propositions are analyti~·, 

provided we accept the eXpressioos • analytic • and 

•synthetic' to be contradictory terms. 

'!he premi~es of this argument end the way in which they are 

arranged are such that anybody who accepts the premises is 

driven thereby to a1::cept the conclusion also. 'lbe s'econd 

point to be noted about this argurneu t is that Kant accepts . 
all the premiSeS SaV&~ (2) 1 and Ultimately he affirmS 8. 

statement which is not simply different fran (4), i.e., the 

conclusion but contradictory to it. 

"· · 'lhus the seco~<i premise"of the above argument, 'all 

necessary prdppsitioos are ~actually vacuous• creates a 

major. difference between Kant and the positivists. In 

connection with this proposition we may ask two relevant 

questions 1 

.. 

.. 



(a) The first ques·tion is about the status of the 

proposition. Is this propositipn (i) analytic a 
I , 
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· priori, (ii) synthetic;: a priori,· (iii) synthetic a · 

posteriori or (iv) simply an arbitrary convention ? 

(b) The second question cpncerns the. justific~tion or 

basis of it. Why should we accept it to· .be tJ:Ue ? 

If we can not justify it, it can not .be us~d to 

justify the conclusion also. But why do we accept it 

to be true ? 

Let us take the second question first'. lbe logic of 

the positivists is this. If a proposition states any 

situation or state of affairs, a change in the state qf 

affairs or facts 'will make a· change in the truth-value of 

the proposition also. But the truth-value of a nece::>sary 

proposition, say, 'it is either raining or not raining' . ' . 

remains unaffected in ~all circumstances. Hence, it states 

nothing at all about the circumstances. 

Let us take this argument for granted. Here the 

positivists are affi.Iming two propositions to be always· 
" true. One i~ that· 'a necessary proposition _does not change' 

and the other pne ;ls that 'cfrcumstances may
1 
change'. 'D'le 

second proposition is expected to cover all possible 

circumstances, and thus it is always true, no matter what 

circumstance it is we are referring to. In otiier words, 
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this is a necessary proposition, but about circumstances. .. 

But this is self-defeatin~, for the second premise, i.e., 

(2) asserts that all necessary propositions are factually 

vacuous. 'nlus the argument does not establish what it 

intends to establish. 

· It is, of course, to be noted here that in case of 

ca~al relations it seems reasonable to hold that if a 

proposition states any situation or state of a~fairs, a 

change in thestate of affairs or facts will make a change 

in the truth-value of the proposition also. A supposed 

cause of a given event is rejected in favour of another on 

tLB plea that the absence or presence of that event doe.G 

not make any corresponding change in· that supposed cause. 

But what is true in conn . ..:ctiob with causal relations 

may not hold good with reference to necessary propositions. 

And the empiricists, in fact~ do not identify causal 

relations with the necessity of necessary propositioils, 

which are, as stated by the positivi-->ts, identical with 

analytical propositions. 

Let us take up the first question now, the question 

regarding the status of the propqsition 'All necessary 

prop9sitions are factually v43,cuous •. 'lllis proposition 

should not b6> an aL·bitrary cuiwention, for ... 1 arbitrary 

convention, lacking in truth-value, can not be put in 

support of any truth. 'Ihus if the second premia~ is an 

.. 
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arbitrary convention, the conclusion of the argument will. be 

rendered unwarranted. 

' ' 
'lbe propositiCXl can npt be .synthetic a posteriori also, 

. 
for in that case it is admitted that it m~y not be always 

true, and with such a premise, if we can at all arrive at 

any truth, it can not be more than a contingent proposition. 

aut the conclusion of the above argument is intended to be 

al. ways true. 

It can not be analytic a priori, too. Eeoause in that 

case it is useless in establishing the desired conclus:!. . .Jn. 

An analytic a priori proposi.tio_n., accordir~g to the 

positivists, is uninformative, but the conclusion o~ this 

argument has been intended to convey information. A 

proposition which itself do~s not convey information can not 

make any proposition, sustained by it, any more informative. 

We are thus, leet with the last-alternative that the 

proposition in question is synthetic a priori. If I am not 

mistaken in including all the possible alternatives, we are 

to accept this last alternative, whether we like it or not. 

But it will be suicidal for "the positivists to accept it., 

fOr this is w~at L-!1ay try th~ir best to avoid. 'nley can not 
~ . 

expect to establish the conclusion 'no a priori proposition 

is synthetic' by already recognising the existence of, at 

least, one such proposition. 

.. 

.. 
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The difference of opinion between Kant and the logical 

positivists reg&rding the existence of synthetic a priori 

propositions seems, to sane extent, due tq an ambiguity in 

the meaning of the expression 'to know'. Unlike the 

synthetic-analytic distinction, 't;:he a priori-·a posteriori 

dis~inction is an epistemological one. To know a proposi

tion a priori is to know it to be true independently of 

experience. But what do we mean by •to know' 1 To 'know 

and to imply are not exactly the same. If any proposition 

'P 1 implies another proposition 'q', the implication 

certainly holds good whether we know it to be the case. Can 

we not claim to know something without knowing all the 

implicaticns of it 1 Do we know the meaning of 1 7 + 5 ~ 

without knowing that it implies '12 1 1 If we do nat then 

the positivists seem to be justified in asserting that the 

proposition • 7 + 5 • 12 • is not synthetic a priori. ~t if 

we answer the question affirmatively., Kant • s thesis will be 
• 0 

more plausible, and there ~re philosophers, l"ike Ewing, 'who 

accepts Kant's thesis that some propositions are synthetic 

a priori. Ewing12 does not ~acept it to be true that all a 

priori proposi~ions are bas~d an linguistic conventions and 

so are analytic in c0aracter. He criticises the positivists 

by holding that the very assertion that 'there are no 

synthetic a priori propositions' can convey any information 

.. 
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only if it is not a mare consequence of certain linguistic 

conventions, only if it is synthetic a priori. 

· Again, there are philosophers·, like C).linton, who ,will 
13 argue against Kant, Quinton holds, that synthetic 

I . '· 

propositicns can not be a priori·. He explicitly states· ·that' 

if a propOsition is true, it must be true either by virtue 

of definition or by v~rtue of experience. Synthetic 

propositions are, he holds, non-analytic propositions, and 

as an analytic proposition is true by virtue of its meaning 

or .definition, a synthetic proposition is true only by 

virtue of experience. ~ain, an a priori proposition is 

non-empirical and as non-empiric:al propositions.,_are .trile 

independently:of experience~ no'a priori 'proposition can be 

true by virtue of experience~ ~us an a priori proposition, 

so Quinton believes, can never be synthetic. 

We may.not agree with Quinton on the point that any 

proposition is true either by virtue of its meaning or 9Y 

virtue of expe~ience, .for this point has not been established 

by him. But one thirl:g is clear enough. Once we give our 

consent to it, Kant's thes~s can not but be rejected, since 
" his synthetic a priori propositions are neither true by . 

i definitions nor by experience. Kant's thesis may, however, 

survive if qe no inore claims· that his syntJ:etic a priori 

propositions are ~eally propositions. Walsh, for example, 
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holds that synt·J•.2tic a priori judgment:S are not judgments 

at all, for they are prescriptive in nature and so they are 

neither true nor false. ., 

We may at this point, however, note ~~anshard's objection 

agiiinst positivism14 • He argues that if all logical .laws are 

linguistic conventions ~d so. arbitrary, we shall fail to' 

expl'ain why we do follow ~me kin'd of logic rather than 'another. 

Modern logic, I think, is not an alternative to the 

Traditional one, though it is more general than the latter 
. . 

in application. There can be different alternative linguistic 

rules but not diffe:-ent alternative logic. ~e law of 

contradiction, for example, is a condition of the possibility 

of intelligibility itself. We can have an alternative to 

it only at the cost of intelligibility. 

L"'" VI J 

Kant makes the distinction between analytic and synthetic 

propositions in such a way that a priority ceases LJ be the 

monopoly of analytic propositions •. 'l'he positivists find . 
fault with this way of making the distinction and consequent-

ly they discard Kwlt's thesis that there are synthetic a 
I ' 

priori proposit~ons. 

W.Quine goes a step further. He finds fault not only 

with the Kan~ian way of making the distinctlon but with any 
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possible effort in this direction. If, as Quine holds, no 

satisfactory distinction can be made between analytic and 

synthetic: proposit.:t.ons, the question of subscribing to the 

thesis of •synthetic: a priori propositions• does not arise 

at all. Let us see how o.tine proceeds. 

Quine attacks the .notion of anaiyticity. ~ make his 

point clear he makes a distinction between two types of 

analytic statements. Sane analytiC: proposition.s are such 

that they are tru.e and remain true under all reinterpretations . . . 
of their canponents, other than logical particles. In other 

words, the truth-va.l-.le of these propositions r~main 

unaffected in ~11 possible interpretations of the consti

t'-;lents. These analytic propositions ere logically true. 

The proposition 'No unmarried man is married' or the 
' 

proposition • All birds are birds • is an example of this 

type. 

Analytic sta·tements, QJ.ine writes, 1 fall into two classes. 

Those of the first class, which may be called logic~lly true, 

are typified by a 

'· (1) No unmarried man is married. 

The relev~nt features o~ this example is that it is not 

merely is true as lt stands, but remains true under any and 

all reinte;rpretations of "man" and "unmar.ried•• •••• 
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But. there is also a secor1d class of analytic statements, 

typified oy : 

(2) No bachelor is married. 

The charac~eristiq.of such a statement is that it can be 

turned into a logical _;truth by putting synonyms for synonyms; 

thus (2) can be turned into (1) by putting "unmarried manu 

for its synonym 11 bachelor 11 • •
15 

· · 'l'he first tYP? of analytic propositions is not a problem · 
G 

to Quine because it is explained by him witli reference to 

logic.al truths, and he derives the notion of logical truth 

simply from a list of logical particles and the notion of 

truth itself. But the analytic propositions o~ the second 

type, Quine hold, _are not by themselves.logical truths, though 

it is possible to turn them into logical truths by simply 

substituting synon~ns for synonyms. The proposition 'No 

bachelor is married • is an example of this type. 'Lhe 

problem concerning the notion of 'analyticity• crops up . . 

at this point. How is this concept of •synonymy',i.e.~ 

' cognitive synonymy'· which 1depends on words having the same 

meaning for thought rather 'than on words having simply the 

same denotation, to be explained 1 .In· order to .clarify the 
. I • 

notion of analytic proposi~ion we mus~ explain.the notion 

of 'synonymy'. But how are we to determine that the 

expressions, e.g., 'cachelor• and 'umnarried' a~e 

synonymous 1 It is, of course, true that these two expre-

ss ions are use·d as interchangeable expressions. But 

" 
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synonymity, Quine·holds, can not be explain~d as 

interchangeability. Interchangeability is a wider expression 

than synonymy. 'l'he expressions •creature with a heart• and 

•oreature with kidneys• are interchangeable but they are 

interchangeable Liot because Of any sameness Of meaning but 

because of an accidental factor that they happen always to 

apply to the same thing. ·But the notion. of snyonymy or, 

more precisely, cognitive synonymy does not depend on 

accidental factors. If the synonYmy of 'bachelor• an~ 

•unmarried' were dependent on cp.ccidental factors, the analytic 
I 

proposition 'No bachelor i.s marri<3d1 ' could not have beeri 

turned into a logical truth. 

It might be suggested.that the two expressions 'bachelor• 

and •unmarried • are aynonymous if the proposition • No 

bachelor is married'' is an analytic propositiOD. Synonymity 

may be ·explain~d, Quine holds, with reference to analyticity, 

b1.~t in that ca$e our explanatioo will be something like 

circular, for we have taken the notion of synonymy to . . . 
explain that of analyticity. 'lhus Ol'ine is of the opinion 

that no .satisfactory distinct'ion can ever be made between 
1\ .. 

analytic a~d synthetic prop0$itians. 
. . 

. I • 
Quine's second thesis in connection with analyticity is 

that even if a distinction is made ~tween analytic and . . 
synthetic proposition~, the distinction could not be made 
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absolute. A proposi.tion is analytic or synthe~ic only ·with 

reference to a particular system, certain contexts. 'lhus a 

proposition, a~ such, is neither analytic nor synthetic. 
I 

'nlis thesis is based on ~ina's repudiation of the dogma of 

reductionism, which makes a sharp distinction between 

statements. There are no stc.tements,. it is ~aid, 'that 

depend for· their truth on a direct confrontation with 

experience'. Any distinction between different kinds of 

statements can, at best, be relative. 

L.- VII J 

A similar view is also held by Waismann. The 

proposition 'I see with my eyes', he maintains, may be. 

interpreted as an ·analytic p~oposition and it may also be 
• 

interpreted, with equal plausibility, as a synthetic one. 

If whatever I see with are called 'eyes', the proposition 

becanes an analytic one. Again, as it is a matte~ of fact 

that we see with our eyea and not with any otb:~r organs, the 

proposition shoul:l be taken to be synthetic. 'Dlus waismann 

denies any sharp distinctioq between analytic and synthetic 

propositions. 

• 
If Quine is right, we can no more .extent support to the 

thesis that there are aynthetic a priori propositions.· If 

no proposition is absolut~ly synthetic or if the analytic 

.. 
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-synthetic distinction is 'not at all ·tenable, kant's thesis 

that some judgments are both synthetic and a priori can not 

be s~stained. 

It is, of course, not the case that ~ine's theses have 

received general acceptance. Against both the theses of · 

Quine objections may be raised. His first thesis is based 

on the failure to define the uotion of synonymy. This 

failure, Grice and strawson hold, is due to ~ine 1 s refusal 

to understand. The notions of analyticity, necessity and 

cognitive synonymy, they maintain, belong to the same 

family of terms. As we. can not adequately explain any of 

these terms with refe.tence to another teon belonging to a 

separate family, we must take recourse to another teon of 

the same family. But QJ.ine will not accept 1 as explanations 

of any one of them, accounts which involve reference to· 
. 16 

other members of t1·1e family 1 
•• 

9 

As regards Quine's second thesis it mayibe said that 

the rejection of the dogma of reductionism, by itself, does 

not make a sharp distinction between analytic and synthetic 

propositions impossible. Eveq if we accept the view that 
. ' 

" 
there is no statement which depends for its truth on a direct 

I • 
confrontation with experience, statement in which the £actual ,. 

. component is everything, it' does not follow that there is no 

statement in which the linguistic component is everything. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Review of Kant's 'Second Demand' 

L.- 1 J 
I . 

'lbe questicn • How are synthetic a priori judgments 

possible ?' has occurred several time~ in Kant~s Philosophy 

and unlike many other philosophical questions it has some 
' . ' 

peculiarities. It is an important question in p~ilosophy 

and it is so important that it may be c;alled r~volutionary. 

But it has, as a matter fact, been raised for the first time 

a~ a much latt~r stage of ppilosophical development. 
'·' C' 

second, when the question was raised, it was criticised by 

many as a • Ps~udo question •·. Many praninent figures fran 

the riv?l camps, Empiricism and Rationalism, vehemently 

opposed ~he existence of •synthetic. a priori judgments•, 

which are hein<J referred to in this question. 'lhird, though 

.. 
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the question is raised by Kant several times in'different 

contexts, daubt remains as to whether he is asking the 

same question everywhere. It may be'suggested that Kant 

is asking the same question, though not in the same 
.. . 

contexts, and attempts may be made to make.this suggestion 
I 

plausible by producing Kant •·s own demand that. . b• is using 

the expression •synthetic a priori' in exactly the same· 

sense in all his three •critiques•.· But ~ant's own 
I 

practice does not seem to jus ~ify this demand. In the 

first •cri~ique', gritique of .Pure....l!!.!~U., Kant speak~ of 

a new variety ot· judgment1 which is clearly distinct from 

both analytic a priori judgments and synthetic a 

posteriori ones. Judgments of this variety are termed 

Kant demands that this l . . 

variety of judgments is not a mere possibility but we 

actually have such judgments3 • He demands that some 

judgments are both synthetic and·a priori. In the first 

• critique Kant shows how synthetic a priori judgments are 

possible in the field of theoretical exper1~noe. SUt 

synthetic a priori judgments are not, Kant holds, confined 

to this region of experience... He uses the expression 
~'. 

• experience • to include moral and aesthetic experience, too. 
I • 

'rhese two other aspects of experience are dealt with by Kant 

in his second and third • critiques • • Kant holds that we 

have synthetic a priori judgments not only in the oont~xt of .. 
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theoretical experience but also in the fields of moral and 

aesthetic experience. From this it is clear that Kant is 

demanding not only that we have synthetic a priori 

judgments bqt also that we have such judgm~nts in different 

regions· af experi~nce in the same sense, otherwise it would 
I • 

have been meaningless to claim that syntheti9 a priori 

judgments are not restricted to theoretical exper.ience only. 

We thus face two demands a (l) there are synthetic a 

priori judgments1 and (2) in all his •critiques• Kant is 

using the expression •synthetic a priori' in th~ same·sense;w 

in o~her words, we have synthetic a priori judgments in all 

domains of experience in the same sense. 'lhe demand (2) 

will be referred to as Kant's second demand or claim.· 1hese 

two ·demands are not identical, ·though not uncon_nected. 

Moreover, the second demand. has~ at least, an extra signi

ficance in determining what Kant has really exnlored. It 

is usually held that Kant. has explor~d a new ~ariety of 

judgment~ called synthetic a priori, but a denial of the 

second claim may encourage us to change this view for the 

sake of becoming more .precise. We may hold that Kant has 
" realty explored a lot of v&D~eties in a new variety of 

judgment, for
1
the simple re~son that his new variety of 

judgment, called synthetic a priori, fails to maintain an 

unchang~ng identity all thro~ghout his •aritiques•. 
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'!he claims, however, .are not unconnected. '!he question 

whether we have synthetic a·priori judgments in all the 

three 'Critiques• of Kant in exactly the same sense can 

intelligibly be asked only if Kant first recognises such 
I 

judgm.ents in his 1 Critiques 1 • 'Dlls question . would have j:)een · 

not only irrelevant but also meaningless if Kant had shared 

a view simiJ.ar to that of Walsh4 , Q.dn.e or the positivists 

about synthetic a priori judgments. ·Again, any affirmative 

or negative answer that we may please to give to this 

que~tion will require us to recognise Kant 1 s fi'rst claim 

that there are synthetic a priori judgments. 

But these two claims can not be identified. 

Philosophers like Quine and the. Positivists have opposed 

Kant 1 s thesis that there are .;:; ynthetic a priori judgments. 

Their arguments, of coorse, do not conclusively prove· that 

Kant is wrong in demanding t'hat some judgments are synthetic 

a priori. An attempt at the denial of the thesis ot· 

• synthetic a priori propositions •, l1owever, will be 

considered sucoessfuliif we first agree to interpret the 

term •n~cessity• as logical necessity. But why shoUld we 

prefer a particular interpretation of this term among a lot 

of interpretat~oos '1 Moreover, Kant is frank enough t(.:> 
• 

admit that his syno,_;hetic a pr_iori propositions are not .. 
logically necessary in the sense that their denial will 

invoLve self-contradiction. But even if we agree with Kant 
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on his demand that there are synthetic a priori judgments, . 
we are not thereGy canpelled· to accept his second demand 

that we have such judgments, in exactly the same sen~e, in 

all the three different regions of ~xperience --theoretical, 
• 

moral and aesthetic -;dealt with in his three 'Critiques•, 

• ££~!..<1~2£. _gu_£U~~Q(_ ~!lli~ g,L~~!.s-2!. Reas Ot]. and 

££!.1:..~_9!._~udm!!~, respectively. Though these claims 

are different, Kant is not, probably, well aware that his 

second claim does :'ot get established by the arguments t;hat 

• we may put in favour of his first claim, •·there are synthetic 

a pri.ori judgments··. This seems to be the reason why we 

find Kant try his best to establish his first claim only. 

He was, perhaps, convinced that the expression _•synthetic 

a priori 1 was not accumulating even minute changes as it 

was rolling down frcm one • Critique' to another. Kant, is, 

however, wrong in connection with this conviction. ~ 

There is, of course, :a sense in' which it ma:y be 

suggested that in using the -axpression • synthetic a priori • 
? 

in his three •critiques• Kant. is not m~king a n~w stipulation 

everytime. In the first •_crltique • t_he judgmel?t • every event 

must have a cause • has been recognised by Kant as • synthetic 

a priori 1 • '!he expr,:..::Jsion, 1 synthetic a priori~ is a 
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combination of two distinct terms, 'synthetic' and 

•a prio~i'. The meanings of these terms have been clarified 

by Kant ir;t ·the first • Critique •. 11A propos! tion is 

synthetic if its negation is not a contradiction in terms. 

It is a priori if it is not logically dependent on any 

proposition whic;h descr~es senae-inipressions••5 i.e., if 

its truth is not aff e~ted by any experience that we may 

have. Here we thus have two negative descriptions of 

synthetic a priori propositions. 'lhese descriptions 

equally apply to the synthetic a priori judgments of tne 

second and tqe third 1 Critiqu·es • as well as to those of 

the first • Critiqu.e •. 'lhus it may be said that Kant is not 

using. the expression 'synthetic a priori• in his subsequent 

'Critiques• in a sense which is different from the sense of 

the first 'Critique'. But this defence of Karit•s position 

is not adequate f0r various reasons. From the fact that 

the synthetic a priori propositions are not like this or 

that we can not exactly grasp what are they like. Under 

such a situation it is not possible to say that all 

synthetic a priori propositions mean the same thing • 

.. 
Again, it may be true that· in Kant 1 s l?hilos.ophy there 

is not even a ~ing1e instan·,<~ of synthetic a priori 

propositions to which the above negati vo3 descrip,tion:s do 

not apply, but from this we are not w?rranted ~o say that 

by a synthetic a priori proposition Kant simply means that 
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proposi~ion whose negation is·not a contradiction in terms 

and which.is nat logically dependent on any propositiOn 

that descri~es sense-impressions. lhe meaning of a given 

expression is not necessarily a logical product of the 

meanings of the constituent terms o~ that expression. The . ' 

expression 1 synthetic_; a priori 1 , as used by Kant in the 

first 'Critique• is a good example of this. The expression 

1 dog-sleep 1 is another good example from everyday language. 

From the fact that sanebody fails to understand the 

expression 1 dog-sl·eep 1 we can not say that he does not 
Q 

know the use of the terms 'dog• and 'sleep•. In such 

cases· the sense of a given expression can not be inferred. 

just from the meanings of the terms entering into,that 

expression. Such a sense of an expression may·be called 

its technical sen,.;e, as distinguished from its literal 

sense. In the first • Critique• when Kant calls any 

judgment synthetic a prior~, he uses the expression •synthe-

tic a priori' in a technical sense. By synthetic a priori 

judgments Kant here means principles which state the 

conditions of the possibility of theoretical knowledge.'· 
l 

Accor<;Ung to Kant, G.J. Warnock holds, there i,:3 •·a third 

clas~ of propositions, whose existence none of his 
I • 

predecessors had explic·itly· recognized - certain proposi-

tions that must be true if· human experience is·to occur at 

all, propositions that state, in Kant 1 s phrase, "the 
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conditions of the possibility of. experien~e 11 , or, as we 

might say, its fundamental defining characteristics ••• 

But if propositions of this ciass are not analytic and are 

not contingent, ~hen they are precisely what Hume and the 

rest had re .. :ected or ignored - namely, synthetic a priori 

propositians• 6 • The principle of causation, •every even~ 

must have a cause• is, Kant holds, a synthetic a priori 

judgment, for we can not have any form of theoretical 

knowledge, empirical or a priori, without assuming it to 

be true. 'rhus in the Cri tigue of PUre .Reas.._2~ by synthetic - ' 
a p~iori propositions Kant means those propositions which 

state conditions of the possibility of any r.>.xperience in 

space and time 7 • .'I'he case being so, Kant 1 s second claim 

that he is using the expression • synthetic a priori • in 

exactly the same sense in all his •critiques• will be 

entertained only if we can show that.the synthetic a priori 

judgments of the ·~econd and third • Critiques • state 

conditions of the possibility of experience in space and 

time, i.e., of theoretical· experience. If we, however, aim 

simply at the refutation and not at the establishment of 

Kant • s second claim, it will be enough to show that t:qe 
.? 

synthetic a priori judgments either ,of the second or of 
j 

• the third •critique' do no~ state· conditions ·of the 

possibility of theoretical experience. 
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Iri the field of moral experience, Kant asserts, we 

have synthetic -a priori propositions. He, of cwrse, does 

not recogn'ise every individual judgment, which can be 

called moral, to be synthetic a priori. The supreme 

8 principle of morality or the Categorical Imperative with 
_; 

reference to which a principle or maxim of action is 

judged to be moral is a synthetic a priori judgment of the 

second • Critique •. The proposition 11Adt only on that 

maxim whereby you can at the s arne time will that it shrul d 
9 . 

become a universal law 11 , is one of the foLmulations of 

the Categorical Imperative and it is, Kant holds, 

synthetic a priori. But why 1 Does it state any assump

tion without which we can not have any experience of 

objects in space ant time 1 Certainly not. Kant is clear 

enough in asserting that in the second 1 Critique• we are 

not at all concerned with spatial and temporal experience. 

So the Categorical imperative is not supposed to be a 

synthetic a priori judgment in the sense of expressing 

conditions required for the possibility of theoretical 

knowledge; and Kant himst;!lf ,claims to have given a comiJlete 

list' of such judgments in. t:-~he first •critique'. C>.J.r 

experience of the world of objects is.not affected by what 

moral principle we happen to subscribe to. 
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It may be sugqested that in the second • Critique • _the 

expression •synthetic a pri<?ri' _means wha"!= it means in the 

first •critique• for here also Kant has used this 

expression in a technical sense. The categorical imperative 

is synthetic a pLiori in the sense that it states 

conditions .for the determination of what we ought to do, 

in the sense that it supplies a necessary requirement fo~ 

the determination of obligation or d~ty. 

But this suggestion is not tenable for two reasons. 

First, it is not the case that the categorical imperative 

really expresses conditions or assumptions for the deter

mination of what we ought to do. Kant • s categorical 

imperative r~sembles Mill's so-called 'Inductive Methods• 10 

which instead of identifying the cause of a phenomenon 

under investigation eliminates the claim of something to 

be the cause of that phenomenon. According to. the cate

gorical imperati~e, actions whose maxims can not be 

universalised, i.e., whose maxims do not accord with the 

categorical imperative are such which we ought not to · 

perform. 11 Basing his argument upon the sole consideration 

" of man as a rational being, ·~ant ~s perhaps in a position 

to 1 ay down what men should not do - namely, they shOuld 
I • 

not adopt principles of jhdgmerit or conduct which lead to 

or involve inconsistency. · ,·10wever, it is by no meana clear 

that this suffices to determine in any positive. way what 
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they should do 1111 • It may be noted that Kant does not want 

to say that 11 all actions which do accord with the Catego-
. 12 

rical I1nperati ve are ones whi'ch we ought to perfonn 11 so, 

why shoul,d we say that the categorical imperative states 

conditions for determing what we ought to do ? 

A possible answer to the above question is this. Kant 

has definitely ~anted, to say that 11 there are positive as 

well as negative duties ••13 • No such distinction between 

positive and negative duties can be satisfactority made 

unless the categorical imperative is of some help to us in 

identifying a positive duty. So the categorical imperative, 

it is believed, has the required efficacy ~n determining 

what. we should do~ This belief will be entertained if we 

assume that a positive duty of the form • you ought to do X' 

' 14 
can be restated as 'Failure to do X is impeL1Tlissible' • 

But this is an undue assumption, for • impermissible 1 and 

'obligatory• are not contradictory terms; we can not affirm 

one on the strength of eliminating the other. Thus Kant's ~ 

categorical imperative is not a synthetic a priori 

judgment in the sense of stating an assumption for deter

mining what is obligatory or moral. It may be called' a 

synthetic a pEiori judgment.in the sense of exp~essing a 

test of what is • impermissiU ... e •. 

Second, even if, for the sake ot argument, we admit 

that the categorical impeiative states a cond.i:tion for 
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determining what we should do, it does not follow that it 

is 1 synthetic a prj_ori 1 in the sense in which the causal 

pr~nciple •every event must have a cause• is. ·rhe causal 
. 

principle states conditions Of the possibility Of objects 

in space and time, whereas th·~ categorical'· imperative 

expresses a condition or assumption for the determination 

of a moral principle and, in'directly, of a moral action or 

duty. Moral principles are not objects in space ane.L time. 

Thus the synthetic a priori judgments of the first and the 

second •critiques• are not •synthetic a priori' in exactly 

the same sense. 

"' 
In the third •critique• the gritique o±~udgmen~, 

too, Kant rai·ses the general critical que~tion : How are 

synthetic a priori judgments possible ? 'l'his time, of 

course, the question is raised \vith reference t.o the 

domain of reflective judgment, i.e., th~ purposive and the 

beautiful products of nature and art, and not with 

reference to theoretical knowledge of objects or with 

reference to the world of freedom, as done in the first 

o~ the second •critique•. Nbw, ha~ not the meaning of 

the expression •synthetic a priori' changed in this 

•critique• with the change· of domain 1 Can we h-ave 

.. 
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synthetic a pr~ori judgments in the third 'critique' in 

the sense in which we have such judgments in the first or 

in the second critique' ? 

Aesthetic judgment or the judgment of taste is one 

of the two form~ of reflect~ve judgments discussed by Kant 

·in the thi1.-l 'critique'. According to Paul Guyer, Kant 

argues that 'aesthetic judgment is a variety of syntheti-c 

a priori judgment, so that the problem of a deduction of 

aesthetic judgment may therefore be considered ••part of the 

general problem of transcendental philosophy ~ How synthetic 

15 
a priori judgments possible 1 11 • From the expression 

•a yariety of' it may be guessed that Kant did not use the 

expression 1q:)ynthetic a priori' with refert.dCe to aesthetic 

judgments in exactly the same sense in which he used it in 

the other two critiques. And in fact this is the case. No 

aesthetic judgment can be synthetic a priori in the sense 

in which we have such judgments in the first or in the 

second 'critique •. The judgment 'every event must have a 

cause' is a synthetic a priori judgment of the first 

• critique •. It states codditions of the possibility of 

objects of experience. In the second •critique• the 
. . 

categorical Imperative, which is recognised by Kant as 

synthetic a priori, statep the condltion of the determina

tion ·of what should not be. done. · .rn both tl11; cases a 

synthetic a priori judgment states an objective condition 
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or criterion of sQ'JJL:thing, though not of the sqme thing. 

An aesthetic judgment, say, 'the rose is beautiful' is 

neither a theoretical cognitive judgment nor a practical 

cognitive judgment, but a reflective one. A reflective 

judgment is peculiar in the sense that it does not use any 

determinate concept. An aestnetio judgment resembles a 

judgment .concerning the pleasant in being subjective,· since 

it does not. state anything in the object but our private 

feelings that we take in the object. Hence, an aesthetic 

judgment is unable to state any objective condition or . . 

criterion of anything'whatever. This means that if an 

aesthetic judgment is at all synthetic a priori, it must 

be so in a different sense. 

· Kant has given four definitions of beauty. Regarding 

the logical ~tatus of these definitions Kan~ is completely 

silent. He does riot state whether the definitions are 

analytic, or synthetic a priori or a posteriori. But he 

clearly holds that a particular aesthetic judgment has both 

an empirical and an a priori elements. He recognises the 

particular aesthetic judgments like, 'the rose is 

beautiful' or 'the statue is· beautiful' to be synthetic a 

priori. It is, clear that uqlike the synthetic a priori 

propositions of the first and the second •critiques• a 

particular aesthetic judgment, say, • the rose is beaut!iful' 

is a singular judgment considered ·from the logical point 
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of view, since an aesthetic judgment does not join the 

precUcate of beauty to the concept of an object taken in 

its entire logical sphere. It is also obvious that the 

judgment 'the rose is beautiful·• ·does not 'state an 

assumption for the constitutism of objects·. of experience, 

or a condition for the determination of what should or 

should not be done. It is n·ot at all concerned with spatial 

and temporal objects or moral actions. lt is rather: 

concerned with our private feeling that we have in represent-
• 

ing an object to ourselves, the feeling of pleasure. But 

inspite of this we may characterise an aesthetic judgment 

as •synthetic a priori'. A synthetic judgment is that in 

which the predicate goes beyond the subject or in which the 

predicate can be qenied of the subject without any 
Q 

contradiction. An aesthetic judgment is syrithetic for its 

predicate, i.e., the pleasure connected with the representa-

tion of the object, is not implicit in the concept o.E the 

object. When we assert that we take pleasure ~n the 

object, we do so • irrespective of any c~mcept •. 11 It is 

easy to see, that judgments of taste are synthetic judg-

ments, for they go beyond the concept and even the intuition .. 

of the Object in order to add as predicate to that intuition 
i • 

s?ffiething that has no reference to knowledge, namely, the 

feeling of pleasure or pain 1116 • 
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An aesthetic judgment may be called a priori, too. 

In the first •critique• Kant has mentioned universali~y 

and.necessity as marks of a priority. In the third 

•critique', in his analysis of the 'beautiful' from four 

different standpoints or •moments• Kant asserts that a· 

judgment of taste is univers'al -ahd necessary. Kant makes 

an important distinction betv.•een an aesthetic judgment, 

'the rose is beautiful' and a judgment about the pleasant, 

'hot-bath is pleasant' with ·reference to this feature of 

universality and necessity. 

Here it may thus appear that tl1ere is a sense in 

which Kant may be said to use the expression • synthetic 

a priori' in the same sense in all his •critiques•. ·Like 

the aesthetic judgments of the third •critique' the 

synthetic a priori judgments of the first two •critiques• 

are univers~ and necessary. · Moreover, the~e two forms 

of synthetic a pr~ori judgments also may be called synthetic 

in the sense in which the aesthetic judgments ~e synthetic. 

The synthetic a priori judgments of all the three·'critiques• 

are universal, necessary and synthetic. 'Ihus if by a 

synthetic a prio.r··.i judgment ~e mean a judgment which, though 

universal and necessary, can be denied without contradiction, 
I ~ 

the expression •synthetic a priori' may be said to mean the 

something in all the 'critiques' of Kant. 

But there is a difficulty. An aesthetic judgment can 
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not be universal and necessary in the sense in which a· 

logical judgment, or· a synthetic a priori judgment of the 
. 

first or the second •critique' can be. In the first 

·~ritique• Kant identifies universality or necessity with 

objective validity. The synthetic a priori judgments of 

the second •critique•, too, have been recognised by Kant 

as obje~tively valid, though,'to be precise, this 

objective, validity is not identical with the former. 

Objective necessity is the necessity that any determinate 

concept be predicted of a particular object. An aesthetic 

judgment refers to the subject and !'lis feelings. When we . 
say that 'the rose is· beautiful', we are not concerned with 

an object •rose•, i.e., the concept of rose and we do not 

abscribe a property to that object. we are concerned with 

the pleasure or pain which we feel in representing the' 

object to ou~selve·s. ·rhus an aesthetic judQment does not 

and can not claim .objective validity. It is universal and 

neces'sary in a quite different sense. An aesthetic 

judgment does not affirm the predicate of beauty of an 

object taken in its entire logical sphere. rt 'is universal 

and necessary in ·t.he sense that it extends this predicate 

over the whole sphere of judging subjects17• This 

universality is subjective •• 

Even if it is taken for granted that the aesthetic 

judgments are objectively valid, it can not be said th'at 
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an aesthetic judgment is syn~hetic a priori in the sense in 

which the synthetic a priori judgments of the first or the 

second •critique• are1 for an aesthetic judgment states 

neither the condition of the possibility of objects in space . 
and time nor the condition of the. de.terminatiou of what 

should not be done. An aestheti.c judgment does not 

at all state a condition or an assumption of anything, for 

it is independent of all determinate concepts whatever. 

I 
It may be said that though a particular form of 

reflective judgment, aesthetic or teleological, does not 

express an .assumption or a requirement· of scmething and so 

can not be a priori in the sense in which a sy,nthetic a 

priori judgment of the first or the second •critique• can 

be, the general prin'ciple of reflective judgment does 

express an assumption. 'lhe judgment •nature itself is 

systematic• is, Kant holds, the general principle of 

reflection. This judgment i_s sy~thetic ir~ the sense that 

the negation of it does not ,involve us in any self 

-contradiction. It is a priori in the sense of stating an 

assumption for c?nstructing~a system of interrelated laws, 

i.e., a sy~:l:em of experience. so there is no fundamental 

difference between the universal principle of causation . 
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•every event must have a cause• and the general principle 

of reflection •nature itself is systematic•. 

'lbe las't statement is not tenable. ·rue universal 

prin~iple of causation is objectively val~d, it is a 

con~titutive principle. It is a priori in the sense that 

it is the very condition for there being any object at all. 

The principle of reflective judgment, on the other hand, is 

subjective18• It is not a constitutive but a regulative 

principle. It does not attribute at all to the object, it 
. 

only concerns our mode of reflection of it. It is not a 

pres~pposition of the possibility of experience itself, but 

of the possibility of a system of such experiences. 'l'hus 

'!hough the universal law 10f causatibn, the cate9orical 

Imperative and the general· ;__)rinciple of reflective judgment 

are alike in stating a condition of something, they do not 

state a condition or an assumption of the same thing. 'Ihe 

first states the condition of experience itself, the second 

of the determination of what is impermissible ~nd the third 

of the systematic investigation of experiences, already 

obtained by the first. Thus it can not be said that we have 

synthetic a priori judgmentS· in all the three • critiques • 

in exactly th~ same sense. ~ 
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L_- VI _J 

·rhe same conclusion, reached in sectit)n L-V_J, is 

also suggested fr·cm other consideratioos. Kant • s synthetic 

a priori judgments are different from the ordinary synthetic 

judgments, called a posteriori, in being 'independent• of 

experience. Independence of experienca is the defining 

characteristic of a priority in Kant's philosophy. This 

characteristic does not mean the same thing in the coqtexts 
~ 

of, say, the universal principle of causation and the supreme 

principle of morality, i.e., the synthetic a priori judgments 

Of 'the first and the SeCOOd I Crit.i.queS I 0 'l'he judgmen:t 

•every event must have a cause• is not independent of 
I . 

experience in the sense t~at exp~rience is !~relevant tu 

its truth. The judgment will be rejected if a single instance 

of events, 'which has no cause, is recognised. But this is 

not the case with the principlas of morality. A judgment 

which states what we ought or ought not to do remains 

unaiffected by experience in the s.ense that experience is 

quite irrelevant to its validity. The principle that •we 

ought to speak the truth', for example, may be valid even 

if nobody in fact speaks thei. t.LLith. 

However, 1 this notion ol 'independence is difficult to 

understand. We can not determine this 'independence• of a 

synthetic ~ priori judgment by a law of logic or by 

experience. It is only an analytic proposition, holds 

Kant, which can. be logically indepei1dent of experience. 

Again, the question of determining this independence by 



experience does not arise for the simple reason that in 

that case the judgment will cease to be independent of 

experience. 

1J6 

PerhapsQ, Kant was aware that he might ;.)e misunderstood 

and so he gave us·two marks of 'a priority', over and above 

a definition of it. These are necessity and universality. 

As Kant considers each one of them to be a sufficlent and 

necaesary mark of «l priority, let us consider necessity 

only. 

Are the universal la~ of causation, •every event must 

have a cause' and the categorical Imperative necessary, i.e., 

'·a priori • in the same sense ? ·nlis question arises because 

Kant himself has recognised, at least, three different kin~s 
I 

of n~cessity - logical, transcen~ent~ and upcunditional, 

logical necessity is the necessity which can be explained 

with reference to the logical laws. .i:t is only the analytic 

propositions which have tuis kind of· necessity. 'Ihe 

synthetic a priori judgments of the first •critique• have 

only transcedental necessity. Their necessity· consists in 

the fact that we must recog9ise them if we want to have 
0 

e.Kperience that we actually have. '!his necessity is 

conditional, since its reco~ni·t.i,on depend;.> upon the condi-

tion that human beings desire for experience. It i;'> 

hypothetical in nature. This necessity is not intrinsic 
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but extrinsic19 • It does not come up from the necessities 

of thought, for it is not necessary that a human beinc.:1 must 

desire for experi·ence. 
Q 

But the categorical Imperative is necessary in a 

different sense. To distinguish this necessity from the 

transcendental one Kant makes a clear distinction between 

hypothetical imperatives, on the one hand, and the categorical 

Imperative, on the ot~er. The necessity of the Categorical 

Imperative does not refer to our private desires and 

inclinations or any ends to be achieved, for in that case 

it w~ll be hypothetical in character. It is not dependent an 

any external factor but upon the concept of man as such. 

Just from the rationalit¥ of a man •.it can be shown, Kant 

holds, that he will obey t~e cat·t;gorical imperative. 

Rational and moral behaviours are identical. So this 

necessity is intrinsic and unconditional. It is this 

characteristic of •unconditionality' which makes the 

categorical imperative a priori or independent of experience. 

As the universal law of causation and the categorical 

imperative are not a priori or independent of experience in 
'· 

the same sense, the expression 'synthetic a priori' does not 
. . 

mean exactly the same thing in ·all its occurrences in 
~ 

Kant's philosophy. 
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L-. VII. J. 

Each of Kant's three •c~iti~es• iis c~ncerned·with a 

different. cognitive faculty, and each ;cognitive faculty 

has some a priori principles of its own. The first ..... 

•critique•. deals with understanding, the second wi~h aeasan 

and the third with Judgment. Kant's synthetic .. -a priori· 
'. 

judgments are a priofi principles ofi these cognitive . 
I 

faculties. ~e synthetic a priori judgments of all the 

three • critiques • of Kant can not be said to mean exactly 

the same thing, for there is a considerable difference in 

the .status and implications of these a priori principles~ 
9 

Let us consider, for example, the a priori.principles of 
I 

the .understanding and reason. Kant holds that human 

understanding has to become operative if experience, i.e., 

perceptual knowledge, is to be possible. Kno~ledge is not 

just a passive m.anifestation of the giyen. The objects of 

knowledge are not given, they are yet to be made possible 

by the understanding. Understanding, Kant asserts, makes .. 

nature. In this respect ~t anticipates the stand of the 
:1 ,·~· I 

Gestalt Psychologists wh9 hold that the objeqts.of peroep-
· . ..__ 

tion are actively organised·~by the mind in accordance with 

some organis~g prinqiplls~ . 'T.he ~~jective va+idity of 
, • . I 

these principles of the understandi.ng is guar~teed by the 
,-.:' . ' . i .:._ . ' ' 

fact that we can not have any object vf knowle¢ge without 

them. Each principle st~tes a condition of the possibility 
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Each of Kant's three •critiques• is concerned with a 

different cognitive faculty, an~ each cognitive faculty 

has. some a priori principles of ~.ts own. The first 
~~-.. 

'critique• aeals with understanding, the sQcond with aeason 

and the third with Judgment. Kant's synth~tic: ·a priori 

judgments are a priori principles of these cognitive 

faculties. The synthetic a priori judgments of all the 

three 'critiques' of Kant can not be said to mean exactly 

the same thing, for there is a considerable difference in 

the .status and implications of these a priori principLes. 

Let us consider, for example, the a priori principles of 

the understanding md re~On. Kant hol~'that'hwnan 
: . ·' ',.,• 

understanding has to become operat;ve if .experJ,ence, .i.e., 
, I 

perceptual knowledge,. is j to be. poss.ible. Knowledge is not 

just' a passive manif~station 'of ·the 1given. "'l'he objects' of 
. .. ... '•. -. :.-!~::~t :'~::~1~~:~;:.1~ •· • ·- • • ,, 

knowledge are not given, ~hey are' yet to be ·made'• possible 
I ' . 

by the understanding. Understanding, Kant asserts, makes 

nature. In this respect Kant anticipates the stand of the 

Gestalt Psychologis~s who hold that the objects of percep

tion are actively organised,by the mind in accordance with 

some organising principles. 
I • 

The objective validity of 

these principles of the understanding is guaranteed by the 
. . . 

fact that we can not have any Wbject of knowledge without 

them. Each principle states. a condition of the possibility 
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just a rule or principle which organises the particular but 

is such that it • actually produces the particUlars which 

are judged to be instances of the universal_ .Qlle'. A 

particular moral action,, so Kant be~ieves, i~ fUlly deter

mined by the universal moral concepts. 'rhe status Of the 

synthetic a priori ·moral judgments, thus, get:? differentia

ted from the status of those of the first .or the third 

.'critique •. tf we are allowed to say as Kant has really 

said, that a synthetic a priori moral judgment expresses 

a condition or test of a morc;U princi~le at;ld indiriclly of · 

a mora+ action, we should say that it·expresses not only a 

necessa~y but also a sufficient condition thereof. ~us 

the synthetic a pJ:iori moral judgment implies that our 

intellect has a 'real use' which is opposed by Kant in the 

first •critiqu~·· 

There is another difference in implication. Kant's 

synthetic a priori judgments of the first 'critique' do not 

require us to cross the limit of the phenomenal world, they 

rather imply that we are confined within the world of 

appearance. 9 They. state conditions not of 0bjeots as they 

are, but of objects in spac:~ and time. Though Kant . ~· 

recognises the synthetic a priori judgments, like, •every 
I • 

event must have a cause' to be objective, they are objective 

only in the epistemological sense and not in the ontological 

sense of the term. They are objectively valid since we 
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must take them for granted if we are to kn·ow phy~ical· 
I 

objects. 

The synthetic a priori jud9ment of the second •critique•, 

the categorical imperative, on the other .hand, requires us 
' 

to go beyon6l this world of appearance. Th'::! first formulation 

of the categorical imperative states J 'Act on that maxim 

whereby you can will it to be a universal law•. It is quite 

clear that we can apply such a test only if we presuppose 

that a rna~ is morally free. It is also clear that a self 

which is to be L.egarded as free to choose between alternative 

courses of action must be distinguished from a self w~ich, 

1 ike other phenanenal events, is conceived to be governed 

by causal laws. this free self, the autonomous self of 

i<artt•s moral theory, falls in the ncumenal realm, anq it can 

not.be an object of theoretical knqwledge. Thus it is 
I . 

unplau~ible that the synthetic a priori judgments of Kill1t 1 s 

_three •critiques• having considerable differences in status 

and implications among themselves, are •synthetic a priori• 

in exactly the same sense. 

.... 
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